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Abstract

Over the years, metagenomics has demonstrated to play an essential role on

the study of the microorganisms that live in microbial communities, particu-

larly those who inhabit the human body. Several bioinformatic tools and

pipelines have been developed, but usually they only address one question:

”Who is there?” or ”What are they doing?”.

This work aimed to develop a computational framework to answer the

two questions simultaneously, that is, perform a taxonomic and functional

analysis of microbial communities. Merlin, a previously developed software

designed for the construction of genome-scale metabolic models for single

organisms, was extended to deal with metagenomics data. It has an user-

friendly and intuitive interface, not requiring command-line knowledge and

further libraries dependencies or installation, as many other tools.

The extended version of Merlin can predict the taxonomic composition

of an environmental sample based on the results of homology searches, where

the proportions of phyla and genera present are discriminated. Regarding

the metabolic analysis, it allows to identify which enzymes are present and

calculate their abundance, as well as to find out which metabolic pathways

are effectively present.

The performance of the tool was evaluated with samples from the Human

Microbiome Project, particularly from the saliva. The taxonomic member-

ship predicted in Merlin was in agreement with other tools, despite some

differences in the proportions. The functional characterization showed a con-

served pool of pathways through different samples, although Merlin some-

times presented less pathways than expected because the routine is highly

dependent on the enzymes annotation. Overall, the results showed the same

pattern as reported before: while the pathways needed for microbial life re-

main relatively stable, the community composition varies extensively among

individuals.

In the end, Merlin demonstrated to be a reliable standalone alternative

to web services for those scientists that have concerns about sharing data.
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Resumo

Ao longo dos anos, a metagenómica demonstrou ter um papel essencial no

estudo dos microorganismos que vivem em comunidades bacterianas, par-

ticularmente aqueles que habitam o corpo humano. Várias ferramentas e

pipelines bioinformáticas foram desenvolvidas, mas normalmente estas ape-

nas abordam uma destas questões: ”Quem está lá?” ou ”O que é que estão

a fazer?”

Este trabalho teve como objectivo o desenvolvimento duma ferramenta

computacional para responder aos dois problemas em simultâneo, isto é, rea-

lizar tanto uma análise taxonómica como funcional de comunidades micro-

bianas. O Merlin, um software anteriormente desenvolvido para construir

modelos metabólicos à escala genómica para um organismo, foi estendido

para tratar dados de metagenómica. O programa possui uma interface intui-

tiva e amiga do utilizador, não necessitando de conhecimentos de linha de

comandos nem de dependências de bibliotecas ou instalação de aplicações

adicionais.

Esta versão estendida do Merlin prevê a composição taxonómica global

dum metagenoma baseado nos resultados de procuras de sequências homólo-

gas, onde as proporções dos fila e géneros são apresentadas. No que diz

respeito à análise metabólica, o Merlin permite identificar quais as enzimas

presentes e calcular a sua abundância, bem como identificar quais as vias

metabólicas que estão efectivamente presentes.

O desempenho da ferramenta foi avaliado com amostras do Projecto

do Microbioma Humano, particularmente com amostras da saliva. A com-

posição taxonómica prevista no Merlin esteve de acordo com outras ferra-

mentas, apesar de algumas diferenças observadas nas proporções. A carac-

terização funcional mostrou um conjunto conservado de vias metabólicas nas

diferentes amostras, mesmo que o Merlin tenha identificado menos enzimas

que o esperado, pois o método é bastante dependente do processo anotação.

Globalmente, os resultados revelaram o mesmo padrão reportado anterior-

mente: enquanto as vias metabólicas necessárias para a vida microbiana se

mantêm estáveis, a composição taxonómica varia bastante entre indiv́ıduos.
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No final, o Merlin demonstrou ser uma alternativa fidedigna a serviços

web para aqueles cientistas que têm restrições em divulgar os seus dados não

publicados num website.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and Motivation

For most of the history of life, microorganisms were the only inhabitants on

Earth, and they keep dominating the planet in many aspects. Microbial life

was essential for the evolution of life and has an important role in human

health, agriculture, ecosystem functioning and global geochemical cycles. It

is estimated that 4-6 x 1030 prokaryotic cells reside in the planet and they

retain 350–550 Petagrams (1Pg = 1015g) of carbon, 85–130 Pg of nitrogen

and 9–14 Pg of phosphorous, thus making them the largest deposit of those

nutrients on Earth [1]. Therefore, sequencing the DNA of these organisms

holds great importance, providing a better understanding of our world and

enhancing strategies to improve it.

The first sequencing methods appeared in the 1970s, when Sanger and

Coulsen (1975) proposed a DNA sequencing strategy based on primed syn-

thesis with DNA polymerase [2], which would become known as the Sanger

method and enabled the first studies of microbial genomes with the sequen-

cing of the bacteriophages MS2 [3] and φ-X174 [4]. The first bacterial genome

was sequenced in 1995, the year when the Haemophilus influenza genome was

published [5]. After this, several genomes were finished, but the real revolu-

tion started in 2004 when the so-called Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

technologies appeared and started to overcome the whole-genome Sanger se-
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quencing with less expensive and faster methods [6].

Despite the progresses, single organism genomes studies have limitations,

since it is necessary to culture an organism in order to sequence its entire

genome. Unfortunately, only a small portion of the microorganisms can be

cultured, which means that our understanding in the microbial world is highly

biased and does not represent the reality in nature [7, 8]. Furthermore, almost

all microbes live in multi species communities where they interact and benefit

from microbial cooperation. A clonal culture lacks on the true representation

of these states, thus making important to obtain genetic information directly

from their natural habitats. The early studies on this unknown world focused

on the 16S ribosomal RNA gene (rRNA) [9, 10] (which is often conserved

within a species and generally different between species), and showed the

potential of the field to characterize uncultivated prokaryotes.

With the emergence of the NGS technologies, the first whole genome

shotgun (WGS) sequencing projects of bacterial communities were performed

[11, 12]. This technology, called metagenomics, enables sequencing the entire

community represented in the sample producing large volumes of data, in

magnitudes that can reach terabytes (TB) of information in a soil sample

[13]. Therefore, new computational challenges have arisen and new methods

were needed to analyze these huge amounts of data with the ultimate goal of

answering two main questions: ”Who is there?” and ”What are they doing?”.

A great number of tools were released for metagenomics studies since

then, either at the taxonomic or functional level, but there is still a lack of

choices to perform an integrative analysis of microbial communities at both

levels simultaneously. Moreover, if the user is not interested in running a

web service, using some of the available standalone programs can be a real

hurdle since they are usually command-line based and require further libraries

dependencies and installation of additional tools before they can actually be

run.
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1.2 Objectives

In the context stated above, the main goal of this project focused on develo-

ping a user-friendly tool capable of performing a taxonomy description as

well as a robust metabolic reconstruction of a microbial community, where

enzymes and pathways present in the metagenome are discriminated.

The work was done by adapting the already implemented software Merlin.

The new features are able to deal with sequences from multiple organisms

as input and perform a taxonomic and functional characterization of any

metagenome. This process can be performed by users with little bioinfor-

matic skills.

Furthermore, the application of this tool to saliva samples from Human

Microbiome Project (HMP) was done, along with an evaluation of its per-

formance. In this work, the following tasks were accomplished:

• Collection of relevant bibliography and use of some existing software

to achieve a good comprehension of the state-of-the-art methods in the

areas involved;

• Development of methods to analyze metagenomes at the taxonomic

and functional level and integrate them within Merlin;

• Evaluation of the performance of the developed tool, using human saliva

microbiome data from HMP;

1.3 Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2

Metagenomics: concepts and methods

The current state of metagenomics and the underlying strategies for taxo-

nomic and functional characterization of microbial communities will be ad-

dressed.
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Chapter 3

Methodology and algorithms

All the methods developed in the scope of this work will be explained as well

as the integration of such methods in the Merlin platform.

Chapter 4

Saliva Microbiome: results and discussion

The results obtained by Merlin will be discussed and comparisons with other

tools will be performed.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and further work

An overall analysis of this work along with its limitations will be presented.



Chapter 2

Metagenomics: concepts and

methods

2.1 DNA sequencing and assembly

The field of metagenomics is highly dependent of the NGS technology avail-

ability, and the growing abundance of sequencing platforms has resulted in

a constant improvement of its capability. These platforms can be divided

into two broad groups: the ones depending on the production of libraries of

clonally amplified templates, and more recently, the use of single-molecule se-

quencing platforms, which determine the sequence of single molecules without

amplification [14]. Both systems produce thousands or millions of fragments

from random positions of the genome with high coverage, but each platform

holds its own specifications.

The first NGS platform was launched in 2005 by the company 454 Life Sci-

ences, which was later acquired by Roche Applied Science. This sequencer

relies on pyrosequencing technology, in which instead of using dideoxynu-

cleotides to terminate the chain amplification as Sanger does, it depends

on the detection of pyrophosphate released during nucleotide incorporation.

Amplification beads are used to capture the fragmented DNA libraries fol-

lowed by emulsion Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). The most famous

instrument of Roche 454 (454 GS FLX Titanium) was launched in 2008 and
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is able to produce long reads of ∼700 base pairs (bp) with 99.9% accuracy.

The great speed of this technology is the most remarkable advantage but the

high cost of the reagents and equipment remains a limitation [15].

In recent years, the sequencing industry has been dominated by Illumina,

which adopts a sequencing by synthesis approach. The DNA library with the

adapters is denaturated into single strands and grafted to a flowcell, followed

by bridge amplification to form clusters of clonal DNA fragments. Four

different types of nucleotides (ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP, ddTTP) that contain

different fluorescent dye and a removable blocking group will complement the

template one base at a time and the signal is captured. The Illumina Genome

Analyser IIx (GA IIx), the HiSeq 2000, and more recently the MiSeq are the

most successful sequencing instruments launched by the company. They

output paired-end (PE) reads up to 150 bp and have a lower reagent cost

comparing to other technologies. One of the known shortcomings of Illumina

instruments is its run time (10 days for GAIIx and 11 days for HiSeq 2000 )

but MiSeq can handle run times of 27 hours, since it is oriented for smaller

laboratories and the clinical diagnostic market [16].

More recently, new sequencing platforms were released, such as the Ion

Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM) and the Pacific Biosciences (Pac-

Bio) RS, both based on revolutionary technologies. Ion Torrent uses semi-

conductor sequencing technology [17], where it detects the protons released

as nucleotides are incorporated by polymerase during synthesis, analyzing

the changes in pH for detecting whether the nucleotide was added or not.

Ion Torrent is the first commercial machine that does not require fluores-

cence and camera scanning thus resulting in higher speed, lower cost and

smaller instrument size [15]. PacBio introduced the single molecule real time

(SMRT) sequencing process [18]. Here, DNA polymerases bounded to the

DNA template are loaded into zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs) where replica-

tion occurs, producing nucleotide-specific fluorescence. After each run there

is a bioinformatics treatment of the single-molecules fragments and consensus

sequences are generated, producing longer reads [19].

In Table 2.1 the main features of the described machines are represented.
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Table 2.1: Specifications of some of the NGS platforms in the market (adapted
from [16]).

454

GS

FLX

GAIIx HiSeq 2000 MiSeq

Ion

Torrent

PGM

PacBio

RS

Instrument

cost
$500K $256K $654K $128K $80K $695K

Run time
24

hours
10 days 11 days 27 hours 2 hours 2 hours

Raw Error

Rate
1.07% 0.76% 0.26% 0.80% 1.71% 12.86%

Read

length
∼700bp up to 150bp up to 150bp up to 150bp ∼200bp

Average

1500bp

Paired

reads
No Yes Yes Yes Yes No

The DNA assembly aims to align and merge the reads provided by the

sequencing machines in order to reconstruct the original genome (or genomes,

in metagenomics). The ideal scenario on a metagenomics assembly would

be to have a draft genome assembly for each member of the sample and

perform further analysis with high confidence as it is done for single genomes.

Although it is possible to assemble individual genomes from low complexity

communities, such environments are not representative of the diversity seen

in most natural ecosystems [20].

Several genome assemblers designed for metagenomics have been released

[21–24], but they all suffer from the same constraints: (i) the species abun-

dance varies within each community and the assemblers tend to build contigs

only for those species with high sequence coverage (most dominant ones), dis-

carding the less abundant phyla in the community; (ii) chimerism, in which

reads from one species are assembled into contigs from another species; (iii)

high level of fragmentation of the contigs, even after tuning the assembler

parameters [20, 25, 26].

Recently, a sequence-independent approach was proposed to recover mi-

crobial genomes from metagenomics samples based on the differential covera-

ge binning of the reads, allowing separation of the reads into species-level
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clusters that can be assembled into single chromosomes [27].

As sequencing platforms and computational methods continue to improve,

the task of assembling complex microbial communities will be facilitated.

However, a perfect assembling at the species level is still not possible, ham-

pering the downstream analysis for any metagenomics study.

2.2 Taxonomic classification of metagenomes

Since the realization that microbial diversity is much higher than previously

observed, the taxonomic characterization of microbial communities has been

under attention of the scientific community. The first metagenomics studies

focused on 16S rRNA for genetic diversity analysis [28] but the applica-

tion of this gene has been boosted by the advances in DNA sequencing and

barcoded pyrosequencing [29]. NGS technologies can use 16S rRNA amplifi-

cation primers for targeting hypervariable regions (there are 9 for this gene:

V1-V9) enabling the discrimination of bacterial diversity in environmental

samples [30].

WGS sequencing is also applied to study microbial composition/diver-

sity of metagenomes and the focus now will be on this topic. There are

two types of sequence classification methods: unsupervised learning and su-

pervised learning. The first approach does not need previous knowledge

and classifies the sequences independently (e.g clustering groups of similar

sequences together), while the second one classifies them using previously

labeled sequences.

2.2.1 Unsupervised methods

Some strategies have been developed for this learning approach [31, 32].

These methods are usually performed by a binning process, in which the

metagenomics reads are distributed into taxon-specific bins without using

assemblies, database searches or alignment with reference genomes. Instead,

binning algorithms based on DNA composition (GC content and codon usa-

ge) are used for species inference. Given the fact that a significant fraction
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of the samples harbors unknown bacteria, these methods have the advantage

of performing well on previously unseen data [32].

While LikelyBin uses maximum-likelihood estimations for clustering the

data based on their k-mer distribution [32], ComposBin applies principal

component analysis (PCA) to project the data into an informative lower-

dimensional space and then uses the normalized cut clustering algorithm on

this filtered dataset to classify sequences into taxon-specific bins [31].

2.2.2 Supervised methods

Three main categories have been identified for sequence classification based

on supervised learning: sequence similarity search, sequence composition

methods and phylogenetic methods [33]. A large number of software ap-

plications have been released [34–42] and most of them use only one of these

approaches, despite some exceptions where two methods are used simultane-

ously.

Similarity search methods

This approach relies on homology information obtained by database searches

and can be further subdivided, whether they are based on hidden Markov

models (HMMs) or BLAST. The most basic strategy concerning taxon selec-

tion is to search for the best hit in the database, but this type of classification

has to be interpreted carefully, since the evolutionary distance between the

DNA fragments and the hit is unknown [34]. However, such classification is

reliable on higher taxonomic levels (e.g. superkingdom or phylum). CARMA

[34], MARTA [35], MetaPhyler [37], MetaPhlAn [43] or MG-RAST [44] are

some tools based on similarity searches and each of them has complementary

features to improve the classification.

MEGAN [45], a popular software for metagenomics analysis, was pioneer

by integrating a version of the lowest-common ancestor (LCA) algorithm for

taxonomic labeling. MEGAN maps query sequences to NCBI and for each

one that matches the sequence of some gene, the program places the sequence

on the lowest LCA node of those species in the taxonomy that are known to
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have that gene.

Sequence composition methods

This type of classification depends on the construction of sequence mo-

dels, which are often built upon interpolated Markov models (IMMs), näıve

Bayesian classifiers and k-means/k-nearest-neighbor algorithms [33]. Once

models are built, this methodology is faster than homology-based methods.

The Phylopythia [40] web server was the first sequence composition-based

taxonomic classifier to be released. It is based on a support vector machine

(SVM) and outputs great accuracy for long (>1 Kbp) fragments. Another

tool, NBC [38, 46], uses a näıve Bayes classifier to identify the taxonomy of

any sequence. This classifier is trained on unique N -mer frequency profiles

of 635 microbial genomes and is claimed to achieve 90% accuracy for highly-

represented species.

To improve accuracy, a hybrid method was developed, which uses a com-

bination of IMMs with BLAST. PhymmBL [39] identifies variable-length

oligonucleotides specific for each phylogenetic group and the BLAST search

is performed to complement and strengthen the results. Despite producing

good results on short reads as 100 bp, this tool has the shortcoming of being

computationally more expensive than its relatives.

Phylogenetic methods

The assumption behind these methods lies on the attempt to assign a query

sequence on a phylogenetic tree according to a defined model of evolution us-

ing maximum likelihood, Bayesian methods or neighbor-joining, for instance

[33].Most of the programs are simply concerned with the placement (and

hence classification) of the sequence in the tree and they all require building

a multiple alignment for building it (and hence high computational power).

Most of the programs require marker genes, since the initial step in most

workflows is to add a query sequence containing a marker gene to a reference

alignment. Thus, for the selection of marker genes, these methods are gene-

rally combined with similarity searches making this approach a hybrid one.
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AMPHORA [47], MLTreeMap [41] and Treephyler [42] are examples of such

approaches.

Software evaluation

A high number of tools has been published for the taxonomic classification of

metagenomics samples, and there are even more not reported in this docu-

ment. Therefore, in the user perspective, the choice of the best software

for a specific study might be a challenge. It is crucial to have a reasonable

classification accuracy, since it has a direct impact on downstream analysis

and further conclusions. Fortunately, Bazinet and Cummings (2012), per-

formed an extensive comparison of the different softwares for each method

of supervised taxonomic classification described before [33].

They evaluated the performance of the classifiers in two main areas: ac-

curacy and computational requirements. For the homology-based softwares,

it became clear that the BLAST step dominates the runtime, with an excep-

tion for MetaPhyler that runs pretty quick but only classifies a small portion

of the reads. Most of the programs achieve very good and concordant levels

of precision and sensitivity.

Concerning the composition methods, NBC displayed the highest ave-

rage sensitivity and precision, followed by PhymmBL. PhyloPythia took the

longest time to train the dataset but the classification step took place ∼41x

faster than PhymmBL. The average precision is lower for these programs

in comparison with alignment-based ones, but the fact that classifications

were performed at the genus level for composition-based softwares and at the

phylum rank for alignment classifications prevented the authors of extracting

meaningful conclusions.

Regarding the phylogenetic-based approach the authors only compared

two programs: MLTreeMap and Treephyler. The latter achieved better sen-

sitivity and precision, despite the longer run times.

Overall, composition-based softwares displayed the highest average sensi-

tivity (50.4%) and speed (once they were trained), while homology methods

achieved the highest average precision (93.7%). The most precise programs
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were CARMA (97.4 %) and MEGAN (98.1%) but they also carry the burden

of being the most computationally expensive ones. On the other hand, NBC

overcomes all other tools in terms of best combined sensitivity and precision

(95.4%).

Concluding, the level of sequence representation in databases, taxonomic

diversity, composition of the sample and read lengths influence the perfor-

mance of each category between data sets, thus not making possible to claim

which software is the best [33].

2.3 Functional analysis of metagenomes

2.3.1 Gene Prediction

Gene finding is an essential first step on the genome analysis and correct

functional annotation. In a typical bacterial genome, only a small amount

of the DNA does not encode protein sequences, being fundamental to distin-

guish these stretches of DNA from the coding ones. Protein coding sequences

have statistical properties that differentiate them from non-coding frequen-

cies, being the sequence composition the most important feature (e.g. the

GC content) [48]. These patterns can be extracted using HMMs, models that

are usually estimated by maximum likelihood, which maximizes the proba-

bility of a gene prediction based on a labeled sequence [49, 50]. Several tools

based on HMMs have been produced for gene prediction on single genomes

[51–54], in which the model parameters are trained on known annotations to

predict unknown genes [55].

However, gene finding on metagenomics datasets is more problematic and

this approach cannot be applied, at least directly, with the same confidence

due to the assembly limitations. Therefore, the identification of genes directly

from metagenomic short reads has been gaining importance.

Homology-based methods

Similarity based methods are applied for gene finding in metagenomics data

[56–58], where it is possible to find the genes if their DNA or amino acid
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sequences shows strong similarities against reference databases. In this case,

annotation success is dependent on the already known genes and their closely

related species. Another limiting factor of this method is that the compu-

tational cost for this task is high, considering the size of the metagenomics

samples [59].

Ab initio methods

On the other hand, the gene prediction can be made based on statistical

models [60–64]. These models include features such as codon usage bias

and start/stop codon patterns of known genes and have the advantage of

predicting known and novel genes with lower computational expenses. A

disadvantage of these methods regards that reads may contain sequencing

errors that can lead to frame shifts and thus invalid gene predictions [59, 65].

The MetaGeneAnnotator (MGA)[60] integrates statistical models of bac-

terial, archaea and prophage genes that enables to detect lateral gene trans-

fers and phage infections. It uses a self-training model that takes into account

the GC content and the di-codon frequencies of the input sequences as fea-

tures. In addition, MGA uses a feature that increases the confidence of the

translation starts site prediction: a ribossomal binding site (RBS) model

based on specific 16S rRNA binding sites.

FragGeneScan [62] builds a model based on HMMs, but also integrates

codon usage bias, sequencing error methods and start/stop codon patterns.

Actually, this software is the only one that takes into account sequencing

errors, which were shown to improve the true positive gene prediction rates

[66].

GeneMark [63] was adapted from a previous HMM-driven gene finder

[67], by directly estimating the codon and oligonucleotide frequencies from

the reads, which enables to apply heuristics that increase the accuracy of

the parameter estimation of the HMM model, and thus perform better gene

prediction. It also provides separate models for bacteria and archaea.

Another tool, called Orphelia [61], performs predictions in two stages:

first, it extracts features such as monocodon usage, dicodon usage and the
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translation initiation site (TIS) from sequences. Then, an artificial neural

network gathers the sequence features, such as the GC content and the open

reading frame (ORF) length, and outputs a probability of an ORF to encode

a protein and based in that probability it performs the gene prediction. Or-

phelia enables gene finding of reads with variable length, while maintaining

good performance. For that, the neural network is trained with the specific

length of the reads that are being used for gene discrimination.

A widely used gene finder, Glimmer has been recently adapted to deal

with metagenomes. The Glimmer-MG [64] uses another approach than GC-

content for model parameterization, a phylogenetic classification feature ba-

sed on the Phymm system [39], which finds evolutionary relatives of the

sequences on which to train. Furthermore, it uses an unsupervised method

for sequence clustering, SCIMM [68], that groups the reads that might be-

long to the same organism. Glimmer-MG pipeline integrates these two steps

prior to an initial gene prediction, which is performed based on IMMs. The

models are retrained within each cluster and features such as insertion/dele-

tion are also added, enabling the final gene predictions. This method has the

disadvantage of being substantially more computationally expensive.

Software evaluation

Few comparisons have been made concerning the choice of the best gene

finder. Yok and Rosen (2011) [55] studied the performance of GeneMark,

MGA and Orphelia separately, along with a combination of the three meth-

ods. They evaluated the programs with different read-length datasets and

found a trade-off of sensitivity vs. specificity and a decline in these rates

for shorter reads. Orphelia and MGA showed high sensitivity, while Gen-

eMark presented the highest specificities values. GeneMark was the best

in predicting the start and end of genes for short read lengths, such as the

reads produced in the HMP (Illumina ∼100 bp), while Orphelia has the

lowest annotation error for longer read lengths. A combination of the three

methods showed the best performance (optimizing prediction and annotation

accuracy) for reads between 100-400 bp. For longer reads, a combination of
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GeneMark and Orphelia had the best results.

More recently, the developers of Glimmer-MG performed a comparison

between their software, FragGeneScan and MetaGeneMark, claiming that

their tool outperformed the other ones, both in terms of specificity and sen-

sitivity in real and simulated datasets [64]. It may be important to refer

that they only show results in real datasets for 454 reads, excluding from the

analysis the short Illumina reads, used in the HMP.

2.3.2 Functional Annotation

Gene prediction is usually followed by functional annotation, which corres-

ponds to the assignment of biological functions to the predicted ORFs. Like-

wise for gene prediction, the known problems on metagenomics assembly

stated earlier are visible here, making this step commonly performed from

short sequences [26]. This task is more challenging in metagenomics datasets,

because many predicted ORFs are partial, and a large fraction does not have

annotated homologues (species with unknown genome sequences) [20]. Fur-

thermore, due to the short sequence size of the metagenomics data, some

information (such as gene neighborhood in a genome, gene fusion, coexpres-

sion) that is important for function prediction in individual genomes, may

not be available in this analysis [26]. Thus, sometimes the gene finding step

is skipped from the pipeline and unassembled single reads are used to in-

fer functional information, despite the known fact that the accuracy level is

higher as the read-length increases [69]. Below, the existing strategies and

methods for functional annotation are presented, feasible from the assembled

contigs, predicted genes or unassembled reads.

Read mapping methods

A possible approach for function profiling is a read mapping strategy, in

which the reads or predicted genes are simply mapped to reference genomes

(MetaHIT, NCBI-nt or IMG/M HMP). The number of matches are counted

and the functions scored accordingly [65]. Aligners that rely on the Burrows-

Wheeler Indexing system such as BWA [70] and Bowtie [71] are used for this
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task.

Parallel versions of BLAST [72] might also be suitable for this purpose,

but a better accuracy/time balance is achieved with FR-HIT [73], a tool

based on a k-mer hash table for the reference sequences, from which it per-

forms seeding, filtering, and banded alignment to identify the best alignments

to the reference sequences. This approach might be hindered due to sequence

conservation in functional regions of the proteins across different organisms.

A read that maps in one of these regions will probably be assigned to different

targets with a similar score [65].

Homology-based methods

Several databases collect multiple sequence alignment of proteins that share

a specific function. FIGfams [74] is a collection of protein families that is

based on the SEED classification system [75]. It consists in a set of subsys-

tems that were tested and manually curated such that they play a specific

function in the cell. SMART [76] is an alternative database that contains

protein domains based on HMMs, and owns a sub resource, metaSMART,

dedicated to the analysis of domain architectures in various metagenomic

data sets. Another databank, and perhaps the most important one, the

NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD) [77] incorporates proteins from

several sources such as Pfam [78] and TIGRFam [79] (profiles generated from

HMMs) or COG [80] and Prk [81] (profiles generated from multiple sequence

alignments) in order to annotate protein sequences. Alternative databases,

such as KEGG [82] or Gene Ontology (GO) [83] provide protein function

information at different levels. KEGG infers pathway information for the

query sequences, while GO classifies gene products according to three dif-

ferent domains: depending on their cellular location, the overall biological

process they are involved and the molecular function of the proteins.

Therefore, search engines were developed to scan proteins against these

databases. BLASTx is widely used to search translated sequences against

protein databases while BLASTp uses protein sequences as queries. The

Reverse Position-Specific BLAST (RPS-BLAST), a variation of the previous
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Position-Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) method [72], searches the

query sequences against databases of profiles. Another commonly used tool,

HMMER [84], looks for homologs of protein sequences using HMMs. The

last version of the software is able to detect more remote homologs and be

more accurate than BLAST with a similar speed, due to the strength of its

underlying mathematical models. For less sensitive, but faster searches, the

BLAT alignment tool may be used [85].

Alternatively, it is possible to scan protein databases such as NCBI Ref-

Seq [86], UniProt/UniRef [87] or eggNOG [88] with fast protein search tools

designed for next-generation sequencing data, such as RAPsearch2 [89] that

uses reduced amino acid alphabet to reduce the overall complexity of the

search.

Tools / Workflows for functional annotation

Despite the fact that functional annotation and analysis of metagenomic

data sets are problems far from being adequately solved, several tools and

pipelines have been produced to perform this task [36, 44, 90–96] (Table 2.2,

Figure 2.1).

Almost all of them integrate multiple tools and databases described earlier

to improve the analysis.Web-based servers, as is the case of CAMERA [90],

MG-RAST [44], and IMG/M [91] host results from published metagenomes,

which enable the users to compare their own datasets with those already

published. The latter two tools also search for homologs in publicly available

metagenomic sequences, increasing the confidence level of the hits. Some

pipelines have unique features, such as the IMG/M that has a motif search

over the InterPro database [97]. In addition to the Pfam and TIGRfam repos-

itories, Interpro includes protein motifs databases like PROSITE [98] and

PRINTS [99]. The MG-RAST web server and Smash community searches for

functional interactions between proteins using the STRING database [100],

and the web-based METAREP includes prediction of lipoprotein motifs. A

detailed list and respective features of each pipeline is described in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Current existing pipelines/tools for functional annotation of metagenomic data (adapted from [101])

XXXXXXXXAnnotation
Tools

IMG/M CAMERA MG-RAST METAREP RAMMCAP
Smash

commu-
nity

MEGAN4 CoMet WebMGA

Homology
search

NCBI
RefSeq,

SMART,
Uniprot

NCBI
RefSeq

NCBI
RefSeq,

SMART,
UniProt

NCBI
RefSeq,
Uniprot

-
SMART,
UniProt

NCBI
RefSeq

-
NCBI
RefSeq

Metagenomic
data sets

IMG/M - IMG/M - - - - - -

Orthologous
groups

COGs COGs
COGs,

eggNOGs
- COGs

COGs,
eggNOGs

- - COGs

Protein
families

Pfam,
TIGRfam

Pfam,
TIGRFam

FIGfams
Pfam,

TIGRfam
Pfam,

TIGRfam
Pfam - Pfam

Pfam,
TIGRfam

Ontology GO GO GO GO GO - - GO GO

Enzymes,
pathways

subsystems

KEGG,
SEED

KEGG,
SEED

KEGG,SEED PRIAM - KEGG KEGG,SEED - KEGG

Protein
interactions

- - STRING - - STRING - - -

Motif
database

InterPro - - - - - - - -

Types of
prediction

Enzymes,
Trans-
porter
classes

- -

Enzymes,
Transmem-

brane
helices,

lipoprotein
motifs

-
Protein

networks
- - -

Reference [91] [90] [44] [92] [96] [93] [36] [95] [94]
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Previous accomplishments and future trends

The perfect scenario for a functional analysis of a community would be to

have the individual genomes of every species in the sample and perform

further analysis with high reliability.As said before,this is still not possible,

and metagenomics studies are usually carried out over a mixture of short

contigs and singletons (reads that could not be assembled).

It has been shown that short read lengths have a negative impact on the

functional prediction [69, 101] since functional assignments with the same

databases and parameters demonstrated discrepant levels of annotations for

datasets with different lengths (e.g. ‘Cow Rumen’ metagenome with se-

quences of length ∼100bp [102] vs a Human Gut Japanese with > 1000bp of

mean sequence length [103]). This problem could be attenuated by increas-

ing read-length using the 454 pyrosequencing platform, but the main choice

continues to lie on the Illumina technology, due to its higher coverage and

lower price.

Another problem is the lack of reference genomes in the databases to

provide a more robust functional analysis. Metagenomics datasets harbor

many unknown species, with specific functional role in the community con-

text. Therefore, a relevant portion of the sequences will not be assigned to

any function, due to the lack of homologue hits on the reference databases.

Moreover, due to the low number of sequences from the less abundant species,

their functional patterns are usually very difficult to obtain. These facts

are evidenced in a comparison of different metagenomes sequenced with the

Sanger method (longer reads), in which the annotation of bacterial commu-

nities ranged from 50-75 %, meaning that a significant fraction remained

unannotated [101]. Single genome sequencing can be used to overcome this

problem, as is the case of the HMP microbial reference genomes project [104]

The average genome size in an environmental sample can also affect the

functional analysis of the metagenome [105]. It has been shown that differ-

ences in relative gene abundance across different metagenomics samples are

biased by the average genome size of the environmental samples. Knowing

the fact that larger genomes have high levels of novel genes over a small por-
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tion of universal and housekeeping genes [106, 107], it is important to take

into account their different average genome sizes by normalizing the metage-

nomics datasets, before inferring biological conclusions from the functional

analysis.

Despite all these limitations, if the objective of a study is to analyze the

abundance of gene families and perform a functional analysis at the single

gene level, the existing methods are, somewhat, accurate enough.

2.3.3 Pathway inference of communities

The gene-pathway-centric view treats the community as a whole and ignores

the exact assignment of a gene to a specific organism. This approach is

consensual in the metagenomics community and some authors [108, 109]

argued that it is possible to say that a metagenome is better characterized

by its functional content than by its taxonomic composition, since several

different species are able to perform similar biological functions.

If the goal is to analyze the functional content of a metagenome at the

pathway level, different strategies are used and the occurrence of genes in

pathways is taken into account. In contrast to the gene family abundances,

in which many functional categories are found to be statistically different

between different metagenomes [103, 108], metabolic pathway comparisons

have a much smaller number of differences to distinguish, making data in-

terpretation easier and providing stronger evidences of distinct functional

capabilities [109, 110].

Pathway reconstruction lies in finding the most likely set of pathways in

a metagenome. Due to the sequencing and annotation limitations, it is very

rare to find in a sample all the genes that make up a pathway. Therefore,

different approaches can be designed to address this issue. A näıve approach

assumes that if a gene that is included in a pathway is present in the dataset,

the whole pathway is also present and is scored accordingly. However, this

assumption is hampered by the simple fact that genes are commonly present

in multiple pathways, and thus the overall list of pathways will be inflated.

On the other hand, a more conservative approach considers a pathway if all
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its constituents are present in the sample [65].

Another concern to take into account is the different species abundances

and coverage. The pathway abundances should be higher for pathways that

are present in the most represented organisms of the community. On the

other hand, as the diversity in the sample increases, the coverage of the

genomes reduces. Therefore, solutions for adjusting pathways abundance

must be taken to avoid overestimation based on these factors [65].

Methods for metabolic pathway identification

The KEGG database includes a collection of reference pathways that allows

the mapping of annotated proteins for a given organism onto them. Given

an annotation, K numbers are created, where each value of K represents an

ortholog group of genes that are directly linked to a biochemical step in the

KEGG pathway map. Then, it reconstructs pathways based on the assigned

K numbers [111]. Similarly, the SEED subsystems can be used. For instance,

the MG-RAST server [112] annotates the sequences in FIG families based on

the FIGfam database, and then maps these protein families against the SEED

subsystems to infer metabolic pathways (subsystems reconstruction, as it is

called).

The PathoLogic module of BioCyc Pathway Tools [113] predicts metabolic

pathways and operons (co-regulated bacterial genes of a metabolic pathway)

based on a machine learning approach that uses MetaCyc [114] (manually

curated database of metabolic pathways) as a reference database for the

learning process. It takes as input an annotated genome (e.g. set of files

in Genbank format) and achieves highly accurate predictions of pathway as-

signment on single genomes (>91%) [65].

MinPath [115] relies on a more conservative approach, where it finds the

minimal set of pathways that can be explained with the supplied protein

sequences. It is a parsimony method solved with integer programming which

showed a significant reduction in the number of annotated pathways com-

pared with the KEGG and SEED. These two methods may over estimate

the number of pathways due to the existing redundancy: different pathways
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may share the same biological functions and it is common to find pathways in

these databases that are overlapping. Furthermore, some proteins are respon-

sible for multiple functions (different domains, active sites, etc.). Moreover,

these approaches may map one protein to multiple homologous proteins in

different pathways, with different biological functions (paralogous proteins).

As an example in the human genome, the ascorbate (vitamin C) pathway

was detected by KEGG due to the presence of a protein that performs the

same function in multiple pathways, but it is known that humans cannot

synthetize vitamin C. MinPath removes these false assignments, and that is

why the number of pathways is reduced with this approach [115]. Further-

more, it does not rely on training as PathoLogic does, so it may be more

suitable for metagenomics datasets, since there is yet a long way to have a

strong catalog of reference bacterial genomes with respect to the worldwide

microbial diversity.

Sharon et al. (2011), [116] proposed two statistical models for pathway

analysis that take into account gene length, pathway size and gene overlap:

a pathway intersection method and an independent pathways method. Each

one relies on two different assumptions about the sharing of genes among

pathways. In the independent method, a gene that is shared among several

pathways is assumed to have a copy for each pathway in which it appears.

This model has shown to strengthen the counting of pathways for highly

abundant pathways. The intersection method assumes that each gene present

in more than one pathway appears once. This alternative seems better for

the pathway abundance prediction on low abundant pathways. However,

these models remain theoretical since no software has been distributed.

Tools for analyzing metagenomes in a pathway-based level

An ultimate goal of a gene-pathway-based functional analysis is to find which

genes or pathways consistently explain the differences between two or more

communities and this is done through statistical methods. ShotgunFunction-

alizeR was developed in 2009, being an R package designed for functional

comparison of metagenomes. Statistical analyses are performed with classic
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binomial and hypergeometric tests, and with generalized linear models with

a Poisson canonical logarithmic link [117].

Another comparative metagenomics package, STAMP [118] was develo-

ped to provide a stronger statistical analysis for metagenomics communities.

It provides a graphical environment system and takes as input the functional

and taxonomic profiles generated by MG-RAST and all abundance profiles

available at IMG/M. It adds statistical features, such as the effect size (mag-

nitude of the observed difference between samples) and confidence intervals

(range of effect size values that have a probability of being compatible with

the observed data) making STAMP a valuable tool for comparative metage-

nomics.

MetaPath [119] is a statistical tool for finding significant metabolic sub-

networks from the global metabolic pathway. This global network comes

from the network of KEGG reactions of a given sample (obtained from the

annotation of the sequences against the KEGG genes database). Afterwards,

a scoring step of the metabolic subnetworks is performed using Metastats

[120] and a greedy search algorithm that takes into account the topology of

the network is used to find the maximum weight subnetworks in the global

network.

A very recent promising tool was developed to describe the functional pro-

file of the communities, with special emphasis in human metagenomes. Its

name is HUMAnN (HMP Unified Metabolic Analysis Network) [110] and the

methodology has the particularity of performing a whole functional pipeline

directly from the short unassembled reads. After a first filtering step, in which

bad quality reads and human DNA are removed, the sequences are searched

against the KEGG Orthology [121] using an accelerated version of the trans-

lated BLAST. Gene families’ abundances are calculated by simply counting

the number of reads associated with a function and for pathway inference it

uses the MinPath approach, explained above. HUMAnN distinguishes from

the others by some improvements that are added in the analysis: (i) unlikely

pathways are removed based on taxonomic profiles from BLAST hits: path-

ways assigned from taxonomic units that are not identified in the sample; (ii)

Gap filling step, to account for rare genes in abundant pathways. The final
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outputs for each sample are coverage (presence/absence) and abundance val-

ues for KEGG modules and pathways. From these abundance values, further

comparative metagenomics studies can be done.

Some of the already described pipelines for functional annotation (Table

2.2), such as the MG-RAST, IMG/M, MEGAN4, METAREP and webMGA,

are also able to perform a functional analysis based on pathways (or subsys-

tems). They mainly trust on SEED or KEGG systems to detect pathways

from the annotated data and have their own statistical tests to execute com-

parative metagenomics (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the main stages and available methods/tools for metage-
nomics pathway-based functional analysis.
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Metabolic network reconstruction of metagenomes

Multiple metabolic models for single organisms have already been published

[122] by integrating known metabolic reactions from databases such as KEGG

or MetaCyc with stable annotations (e.g. Uniprot or BRENDA [123] databa-

ses).This information can be converted into a mathematical model, that can

be analyzed through constraint-based approaches.Tools such as Model SEED

[124] and Merlin [125] are able to re-construct the models. Then, some pro-

cedures can be applied to reduce its complexity and employ physiochemical

constraints to find optimal metabolic states via flux balance analysis (FBA).

To accomplish these tasks there are software platforms such as OptFlux [126]

and the Matlab toolbox COBRA [127].

The use of these stoichiometric genome-scale metabolic models from dif-

ferent organisms has already been proposed [128–130]. Currently, the in-

creasing interest in metabolic simulations of microbial communities is clear,

as it is shown by the development of a framework for analyzing metagenomes

through FBA, named OptCom [131]. This approach integrates both species

and community-level fitness criteria into a multi-objective approach, and al-

lows the assessment of the optimality level of growth for different members of

the community (the descriptive mode), and subsequently making predictions

regarding metabolic fluxes (the predictive mode).

A novel perspective of pathway and network inference is necessary to span

a whole community and its respective interactions. New perspectives are

coming from metagenomics and the definition of ‘super-meta-pathways’ has

appeared, in which all the functions that make the system are included in the

network, irrespectively of the species contributing to specific functions. This

approach will reconstruct and model biochemical and regulatory pathways

in complex symbiotic interactions, allowing us to have information about

the end metabolite of a pathway in a given microorganism (or cell type, in

humans) and how the same metabolite enters in a new microorganism (or

cell type) to be used in some biological process [65].

Currently, the main limitation for the progress of pathway analysis of

metagenomics data remains on assembly and gene function assignments, de-
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spite the fast and constant improvements of the analysis tools. The necessary

breakthrough for drastic improvements stands on sequencing technologies, by

the substantial increase of the read-length. As longer reads become available,

all the downstream analysis will be simplified and higher throughput will be

achieved.

2.4 Human Microbiome Project

It was in an international meeting held in Paris, 2005, that the first discussion

about this topic took place. After this meeting, the National Institute of

Health (NIH) discussed the possibility of funding a wider project to study

the human microbiome, by analyzing additional body parts not present in

previous studies [132].

The HMP was then born, aiming to use high-throughput technologies

progresses to fully describe the human microbiome by taking samples from

several body sites of at least 250 healthy individuals. Testing different medi-

cal conditions, this community expected to use the obtained knowledge to

address if there are associations between the changes in the microbiome and

the diagnostic of a disease. It was also desired to provide a standardized

data resource and develop new tools to enable this type of studies broadly

in the scientific community. The ultimate goal of this project focused on

demonstrating that it is possible to improve health by performing treatments

based on the manipulation of the human microbiome [132].

2.4.1 How does it work?

The first phase of the project, named Jumpstart period, began in 2007. At

this stage, there were three main goals that the Jumpstart funding sup-

ported. Firstly, sequencing 500 new bacterial genomes distributed along

the human body to serve as a reference catalog for the subsequent metage-

nomic annotation and analysis that would be required later in the project.

Secondly, the HMP aimed to develop and perform a sampling protocol at

five body sites, the gastrointestinal tract, the mouth, the vagina, the skin,
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and the nasal cavity (http://hmpdacc.org/micro_analysis/microbiome_

analyses.php). Lastly, execute 16S rRNA gene sequencing in the above des-

cribed body sites using the taken samples and the Roche-454 FLX Titanium

sequencing platform [132].

The second phase of the project consisted on the improvement of the

culture methods to sequence more reference genomes that were not available

at that time, achieving a list of 1000 genomes that would be added in a

public repository. In addition, all the sequencing centers involved in the

HMP (The Baylor College of Medicine, The Broad Institute, The J. Craig

Venter Institute and the Washington University School of Medicine) started

at this stage to sequence the genomes of viruses and eukaryotic microbes

found in the human microbiome and performed the Whole-Genome Shotgun

(WGS) sequencing of the 250 individuals sampled in the Jumpstart phase,

which produced the metagenomic samples that aimed to characterize the

microbiome. Furthermore, one of the main issues of the HMP was addressed

at this stage, by the initiation of the HMP Demonstration Projects, which

aimed to study the changes in the microbiome that are related to human

health and disease, by starting with 15 pilot projects associated with several

medical conditions [132].

The Data Analysis and Coordination Center (DACC) (http://hmpdacc.

org/) was created to store all the generated sequence information from WGS,

16S and reference genome sequencing. Here, it is possible to access all the

information related to the project, from the developed software in the course

of the HMP to the news, meetings and publications regarding this topic.

In short, the HMP focused in three topics: producing reference genomes,

16S rRNA sequencing and metagenomics sequencing of whole community

(WGS). The reference genomes catalog helps on the analysis of WGS data,

by enabling the alignment of the metagenomics reads or assembled sequences

to the microbial reference genomes. On the other hand, the 16S rRNA se-

quencing aims to make a taxonomic classification and perform a phylogenetic

analysis of the microbiome species. Lastly, the metagenomics sequencing en-

ables, besides calculating organism abundance, to perform a functional an-

notation of the sequences and infer the metabolic pathways present in the

http://hmpdacc.org/micro_analysis/microbiome_analyses.php
http://hmpdacc.org/micro_analysis/microbiome_analyses.php
http://hmpdacc.org/
http://hmpdacc.org/
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community, taking a gene-centric view [133] rather than an exact assignment

of genes to individual organisms.

2.4.2 Bioinformatics for the HMP

A large amount of data was generated in this project using sequencing tech-

nologies. The HMP has released over 100 million 16S rRNA reads and more

than 8 Tera base pairs (Tb) of metagenomics sequences [134]. Computational

methods were required to deal with this data and extract useful information

(Figure 2.1).

Regarding 16s sequencing, a 16S rRNA curation pipeline was developed

to reduce the error rates in the individual base calls [135]. Two developed

HMP-funded software, mothur [136] and QIIME [137] use implementations

of that pipeline for microbial community taxonomic screening.

The HMP conducted an extensive metagenomics sequencing survey in

which 764 samples from 16 body sites were sequenced using the Illumina

GAIIx platform with 101 bp paired-end reads [134]. Contamination of the

samples with human DNA was a concern, thus a human DNA removal step

[138] and quality control test was required to speed up and avoid a mislead

analysis of the data.

Proceeding with the treatment of metagenomics data, comes up the as-

sembling process comes up. Initial HMP assemblies showed poor results,

due to genomic variations between closely related species and the mistake

of confusing high abundant organisms with genomic repeats, making the

assembling largely fragmented [139]. At the end, no specific tool was de-

veloped to perform the assembling of the HMP shotgun data. Instead, an

assembling strategy was applied around the SOAPdenovo assembler [140]

(http://hmpdacc.org/doc/HMP_Assembly_SOP.pdf).

Despite all the efforts of doing an efficient assembly pipeline for metage-

nomics datasets, the question about the feasibility of assembling hundreds of

metagenomes for the HMP was raised, considering the actual limitations of

assembling even a single organism alone. Thus, the opportunity of a subse-

quent analysis pipeline using unassembled reads it was discussed. In spite of

http://hmpdacc.org/doc/HMP_Assembly_SOP.pdf
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the obvious limitation of the read length in this strategy, it has been shown

that tasks such as identification of organisms, community annotation and

present pathways on the sample could be addressed using this approach [110,

139] (despite a high level of uncharacterized reads [141]), complementing the

16S rRNA method and gene annotations based on assembled datasets.

A list of all software and online resources associated to the HMP, ranging

from the Microbial Reference Genomes methodology to the sampling and

analysis of 16S rRNA and WGS can be found at (http://hmpdacc.org/

tools_protocols/tools_protocols.php).

2.4.3 First achievements and future work

The first results of this big consortium confirmed the same tendencies as the

previous individual studies: each body site owns dominant signature taxa

[108, 142, 143]. For instance, Lactobacillus is dominant on the vagina, Bac-

teroidetes and Firmicutes are abundant in the gut and Streptococcus in the

oral cavity. Curiously, actively pathogenic species were barely present in the

microbial communities of the sampled individuals. On the other hand, the

functional pathways derived from metagenomics data show much more stable

abundance across the different body habitat than the microbes abundance.

[141].

The large amounts of data produced from different body sites and the

tools and protocols developed to analyze these data, allowed for the first

time a deeper understanding of the human microbiome, both in microorga-

nism composition and in metabolism. Bioinformatics resources need to be

continuously improved, so that the analysis of the data represents a closer

view of the reality (e.g. metagenomics assembly [26, 139], community path-

way inference [110, 141]).

Finally, new microbiome studies will arise, and high-throughput metho-

dologies will appear to address advanced questions such as exchanges between

the microbial communities, and between microbes and the host [144]. More-

over, an integration of data from different assays of the human microbiome

has already started [145–147], anticipating a bright future on this area, so

http://hmpdacc.org/tools_protocols/tools_protocols.php
http://hmpdacc.org/tools_protocols/tools_protocols.php
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that the HMP appears as the first established resource for the human micro-

biome research and a big step forward on the relation of the Bioinformatics

and human health.

2.5 Merlin

Merlin is an in-house-developed software, which performs semi-automatic

annotations and constructs draft metabolic models for a single organism

given a set of genes [148]. Since this framework is the basis for this project,

a detailed description of the Merlin methodology will be provided next.

Currently, the software stands on version 2.0 and is available at http:

//www.merlin-sysbio.org/. Merlin is an open-source application imple-

mented in JavaTM and was built on top of the AIBench (http://www.

aibench.org) software development framework [149]. It utilizes a relational

MySQL database to locally store the data and uses different Java libraries

such as BioJava [150], NCBI Entrez Utilities Web Service Java Application

Programming Interface (API), UniProtJAPI [151] and KEGG Representa-

tional State Transfer (REST) API to access several web services.

Merlin addresses two main objectives: the re-annotation and the genome-

scale metabolic reconstruction. The first purpose is based in a similarity-

based approach and aims to assign functions to genes that encode enzymes

or transporter proteins (skipping regulatory and other genes), the main gene

categories involved in metabolism. The second part allows creating a network

representation of the metabolic reactions catalyzed by the organism. This

reaction set can then be used to simulate in silico the phenotype of the

organism under several environmental or genetic conditions.

2.5.1 Identification of genes that encode enzymes

The first step of the annotation process is the identification of genes that

specifically encode enzymes. Starting from a genome in the FASTA for-

mat, it looks for the best homologues using BLASTp, BLASTx or HMMER

in databases such as the NCBI non-redundant (nr) database or Uniprot.It

http://www.merlin-sysbio.org/
http://www.merlin-sysbio.org/
http://www.aibench.org
http://www.aibench.org
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saves the homologues information for every gene: the query sequence, locus

identifiers, e-values, scores and organisms. Since it is difficult retrieve enzy-

matic information from all identified homologue genes of the BLAST output,

Merlin implements remote similarity alignments to collect information about

each of the homologues identified for every gene. The data is retrieved re-

motely from the Entrez Protein database (for each homologue: Taxonomy,

Organelle, Locus Tag, Enzyme Comission (EC) number, Product, Molecular

weight).

A candidate annotation for each protein is selected based on confidence

scores. The scores for each homologue are calculated based on two criteria:

(i) the frequency that a given function (EC number) appears in the set of

homologues; (ii) the taxonomy, which refers to the level of proximity between

the input organism and those in which a function has been found in the

homology search. The similarity result with the highest confidence score is

selected (gene product, EC number).

After annotating each candidate EC number, the use of a manually cu-

rated enzyme database aims to make the annotations more accurate and

strengthen the results. BRENDA verifies the function about to be anno-

tated for some genes (e.g. genes with different enzyme assignments in two

different similarity searches (NCBI nr and Uniprot), enzymes encoded with

partial EC number).

2.5.2 Identification of genes that encode transporter

proteins and compartments prediction

Since enzyme transporter proteins cannot be directly classified from homolo-

gy searches over regular protein databases, they are obtained by performing

local alignments using the Smith-Waterman algorithm against the Transport

Classification Database (TCDB) [152] to identify the number of genes that

encode transporter proteins. This algorithm is very time consuming, so the

number of genes to align against TCDB must be reduced. For this purpose,

the TMHMM software [153] is incorporated to predict which genes encode

transmembrane proteins, and therefore can be related to transport functions.
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The ones that have one or more transmembrane helices are considered protein

candidates, and those are aligned against TCDB.

For each transporter candidate, Merlin performs the local alignments in

the TCDB database and classifies the Transport Classification (TC) family

numbers and metabolites associated, in the same way as it is performed

for EC numbers. This is done using the taxonomy of each of their TCDB

homologue genes and the frequency of the TC family numbers or metabolites

within all similar genes.

The prediction of the proteins and metabolites subcellular localization is

performed with WoLF PSORT for eukaryotes and PSORTbv3.0 for prokary-

otes. For each gene, a main compartment prediction is automatically as-

signed by these programs along with a secondary compartment if it scores

accordingly. To annotate transport systems, besides having transmembrane

domains and similarities to TCDB records, the candidate protein must have

a localization prediction within a membrane.

2.5.3 Metabolic reconstruction

The construction of the metabolic model starts with the construction of a

local MySQL database. Several KEGG data files (with information of reac-

tions, enzymes, organism, etc.) are loaded, which allows to the user, through

the Merlin’s Views operation, to later assemble a genome-scale model, se-

lecting and editing reactions and parameters to be included in the model.

The Merlin’s Integrate option compares the enzyme information retrieved

by similarity with the data already available in the local database. In case

of conflict between these data, the user can select which information should

be automatically preferred or if the data should be merged.

Lastly, the Merlin’s SBML Builder operation allows the user to export

the model, currently stored in a relational database, to the System Biology

Markup Language (SBML) format. This feature allows the user to employ

the model for in silico simulations in other software applications very easily.

A representation of the Merlin operation mode is depicted in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of Merlin architecture (Figure extracted
from [154]

.



Chapter 3

Methodology and algorithms

Since the underlying methods for annotation incorporated in Merlin are

based in similarity searches against reference databases and the functional

reactions-pathways information is extracted from KEGG, these methodolo-

gies were kept for this work. However, there was the need to update Merlin

to be able to deal with multi-organism data, so a set of changes were per-

formed in the software before the implementation of the algorithms concern-

ing metagenomics itself, that will be described firstly.

3.1 New complementary features in Merlin

One of the main issues regarding any metagenomic study is the computa-

tional time that the annotation of the reads/genes takes, using as reference

databases such as NCBI-nr or UniprotKB. Given the high number of frag-

ments to search in any metagenomic dataset, this task might become a major

problem for the user. As an example, Merlin v2.0 took more than one month

to run an annotation of ≈47000 predicted genes from a buccal mucosa sample

downloaded from the HMP repository (sample SRS013711), using a desktop

computer with an IntelrCoreTM 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.40GHz four proces-

sor cores and 4G of RAM. Therefore, some improvements were done towards

a more efficient process.
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3.1.1 Database management

First, an adjustment in the database schema related to enzymes homology

search was performed, to ensure a better data organization and storage (see

Figures A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A). These changes in the database structure

required the development of methods for keeping old projects still available in

this new Merlin internal database structure. These methods, written in Java

use hash tables to gather all information kept in the old homology schema

and load it into a new structure database without losing information. This

utility was not added into the Merlin graphical user interface (GUI) since

this new software release comes already with the new structure incorporated.

Another feature to speed up the annotation was conceived regarding the

parallelization of the BLAST/HMMER through several machines. Since the

input file in Merlin for metagenomics datasets is composed of a high number

of predicted genes, it can be useful for the user to split it into several files

and run the similarity searches for each of them in different computers with

Merlin installed. Once this is done, the user may want to gather all the

annotations again into one project with its respective database. Next, this

process is described in detail:

1. The user saves a backup of the database to export to another computer

in the’Database’ menu and ’Save Database Backup’ option (Figure 3.1)

(Note that this option is also helpful to avoid loss of information in

case of any problem with the project or the database).

2. The outputted file, that comes in the Structured Query Language

(SQL) format, is copied into the computer who hosts the database

that will merge the results and the user can create a new project using

the newly created database from that file (in the ’Database’ menu and

’New Database from SQL file’ as shown Figure 3.2).

3. Given two projects, the user can merge their databases in the ’Database’

menu in the ’Merge databases ’ option (Figure 3.3) being the annotation

of all genes of the metagenomics sample together in the same project.
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Figure 3.1: Merlin’s view for saving a backup of the project database.

Figure 3.2: Merlin’s view for creating a new database from a backup SQL file.

Figure 3.3: Merlin’s new ’Merge databases’ view.
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3.1.2 Enzymes annotation

Merlin uses a routine to assign EC numbers to each gene g. These are done

by assigning a weight to the number of times each EC number ec is found

within the list of homologues for each gene (frequency), as well as to the

taxonomy of the organisms to which such homologues belong to [154]. The

equation 3.1 describes how the scoring process is done, where the influence

of the frequency score (Scoref ) and the taxonomy score (Scoret) depend on

an α parameter that controls the weight to give to each for the overall score:

Scoregec = α× Scoref + (1− α)× Scoret (3.1)

For single genome projects the default value of α is 0.5, meaning that

the same weight is given to the frequency and taxonomy score. Since the

taxonomy score is used to favor homologies with records of closely related

taxonomies to the organism being studied, this score does not make sense

for metagenomics projects, where the focus stands on the whole community

instead of a single organism.

Therefore, for this work the α default value was changed to 1, making the

EC number scores calculations only based on the frequency score. This score

counts the number of occurrences of an EC number ec within all homologues

of that gene, and divides this value by the total number of homologous genes

n, as described in equation 3.2.

Scoreecf =
n∑

i=1

(νeci)

n
(3.2)

where:

νeci =

1, if ec exists in record i

0, otherwise

The score will always have a numeric value between 0 and 1. A minimum

score threshold is defined to automatically accept the annotations. For single

genome projects this value is set by default to 0.5, which means that scores
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smaller than this value will not be annotated, despite the possibility of the

user to manually curate it and accept the result.

In metagenomics, given the high amount of genes to be annotated, it

is typically not feasible for the user to manually check and curate enzymes

annotation, so all the enzymes in the metagenome will normally be automati-

cally processed. Since metagenomics harbors a massive amount of genes that

are poorly characterized, it is expected that in some cases, the assigned EC

numbers have low confidence scores. Given these facts, the default minimum

score threshold for metagenomics projects was set to 0.3 (the user is still able

to set the value to a more fitted one for each specific project).

3.1.3 Uniprot requests

In the Merlin’s previous version, a query of each EC number candidate to

Uniprot is performed using the genus locus identifier (locus tag) to access the

existence of a reviewed annotated record for such gene. For single genome

projects, this feature is useful since it allows the user to have a degree of

confidence for each EC number annotation (if a gene has a reviewed match on

Uniprot, the EC number is likely to be well annotated), but for metagenomics

projects this is useless.

Since, in metagenomics, genes inputted in Merlin come from gene predic-

tion softwares, and therefore putative Open Reading Frames (ORFs) are ge-

nerated, the gene identifiers will never have a cross-reference to Uniprot, thus

making this Uniprot operation worthless. In addition, the Uniprot servers

take a high amount of time to answer the requests, slowing down signifi-

cantly the genome annotation process. Therefore, this step was turned off in

metagenomics projects, which led to an evident reduction in the annotation

time.

3.1.4 Implementation of Local Blast

Yet concerning the annotation, a local Blast version was implemented to

enable some speed improvements in big samples, such as the HMP ones.

Since the BLAST output only provides a list of the homologues with their
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respective score and e-value for each gene, it is necessary to retrieve more

detailed information of each homologue to fill the Merlin’s database tables.

Regarding this task, a parser of the Uniprot database was developed, which

means that for now, it is only possible to execute this operation against that

database.

For that, the user must download the reference database (either UniPro-

tKB/ Swiss-Prot, UniprotKB/TrEMBL or both) from the ftp.uniprot.org

website, as well as the corresponding text file (www.uniprot.org/downloads).

Also, a local version of the Blast has to be installed in the machine and the

program needs to be added to the environmental variable path. Blast can

be downloaded from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/

LATEST/.

After the required configuration of the Blast and local databases, Merlin

is able to perform the operation (Figure 3.4). First, the program blasts the

genes against the local database and the results are stored in a temporary

directory. Then, the retrieval of homologues information is done by parsing

the text file that contains all the information of each record in the database.

For each homologue the following fields are saved: UniprotID, Uniprot status,

Full name, Ecnumber, Gene name, Organism, Full taxonomy and Sequence.

Afterwards, all this information is loaded into the project database.

Concerning the local Blast operation view, that allows configuring this

process (3.4), the first option refers to the Blast program used. In this case,

the BLASTp is used, since the predicted ORFs come as amino acid sequences.

The user can then choose the local database to perform the annotation, either

the SwissProt or the whole UniprotKB (merge of the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot

and the UniProtKB/TrEMBL databases). The user may have to choose a

trade-off between sensitivity and time. If SwissProt is selected, which is a

small database, the annotation can be very fast despite the loss of informa-

tion. On the other hand, if the user chooses to use the entire Uniprot (huge

database), some problems with the computation times will may occur. How-

ever the user will gain on sensibility, i.e more results will be reached in the

annotation.

The user has to select the directory where the local database was cre-

ftp.uniprot.org
www.uniprot.org/downloads
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/LATEST/
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/LATEST/
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Figure 3.4: Merlin’s new Local Blast operation.

ated and the database file for the homologues information retrieval explained

above. The normal BLAST parameters, such as minimum e-value, number

of results and substitution matrix can also be specified by the user.

3.2 Metagenomics pipeline

3.2.1 Taxonomy inference

The methodology for taxonomic characterization developed in this work relies

on a supervised approach using similarity search methods, more specifically,

the BLAST or HMMER tools. Because Merlin has incorporated remote

searches using those tools to annotate the genomes, it was easier to develop

independent methods for taxonomy classification based on these methods.

Specifically, the purpose of this operation added to Merlin is to assign a

taxonomic label to each gene, as well as to describe the overall community

composition. Thus, it classifies each gene at the phylum and genus level based

on the list of homologues obtained from the homology search. Afterwards,

given a classification for each gene, it calculates the proportions of each taxon

in the whole set of genes.
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A routine was developed to assign a phylum and genus to each gene.

The assignments are performed giving a weight to the number of times each

phylum and genus are found within the gene homologues list. A gene is only

classified if it contains a minimum number of homologues and the phylum

and genus scores are higher than two defined thresholds.

Therefore, for each gene g, given an ordered set of N homologues (higher

than k, the minimum number of homologues allowed), the phylum scores

(Scorephylum) is calculated according the equation 3.3. The ideal value for

Scorephylum is 1, which would mean that every homologue in the set is of the

same phylum.

Scoregphylum =
Scorebestph
Scoremax

(3.3)

The best phylum score (Scorebestph) for each gene represents the phylum

candidate from the whole list of homologues that achieved the best score

to be tested (equation 3.4). Theoretically, it would be expected that the

phylum that occurs most in the list homologues would be the one selected as

the candidate. However, it was decided to privilege the first five homology

hits, since those are likely to be more taxonomically related to the gene being

tested:

Scoregbestph =
N∑
i=1

fbestphi
(3.4)

where:

fbestphi
=


2.0, if homologue in position i belongs to phylum bestph and i ≤ 5

0.5, if homologue in position i belongs to phylum bestph and i > 5

0, otherwise

In the cases where two or more candidate phyla have the same score, the

routine chooses the taxon that comes first in the homologues list as the best

candidate for a given gene.
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The maximum score (Scoremax) shown in equation 3.5 represents the

highest possible score for gene g given the number of homologues:

Scoregmax =
N∑
i=1

fi (3.5)

where:

fi =

2.0, if i ≤ 5

0.5, otherwise

This routine explained above describes the methodology developed in this

work for phylum scoring. For genus assignment, the procedure is exactly the

same, with exception for the minimum score threshold. In the end, a gene

will be assigned with a taxonomic label only if it fulfills the following criteria:

• The number of homologues is higher than the minimum number re-

quired k (default value is 5), otherwise the routine will not even perform

the phylum/genus scores calculations.

• The phylum score Scoregphylum is higher than the phylum threshold

(default value is 0.5).

• The genus score Scoreggenus is higher than the genus threshold (default

value is 0.3).

• The phylum and genus are congruent, that is, the selected genus belongs

to the selected phylum.

3.2.2 Merlin ’s operation mode for taxonomy

The described methodology was integrated in Merlin in a user-friendly in-

terface as depicted in Figure 3.5. This visualization panel is accessed by

clicking on the ’Taxonomy ’ sub-view under the ’Metagenomics ’ entity. It

comprises taxonomic information for all genes, including the selected phy-

lum and genus for each gene and their scores. Information for those genes
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Figure 3.5: Merlin’s view for taxonomy information of metagenomic datasets.

that do not present a minimum number of homologues, the scores are lower

than the thresholds and the phylum/genus are incongruent is also provided.

As the above figure shows, the user can easily change the values for some

parameters of the scoring algorithm: the ’Minimum number of homologues ’

text box allows to set a new value for the required number of homologues

that each gene must have for the algorithm to perform the calculations;

the ’Minimum phylum score’ and ’Minimum genus score’ text boxes can be

altered to set the minimum scores for which a gene gets a valid taxonomic

assignment. The scores can be re-calculated and the main table updated by

clicking on the ’Taxonomic composition’ button.

The ’info’ column provides a button for each gene that allows to ac-

cess detailed information about the phylum/genus scores for a given gene

by showing all taxonomic elements used for that specific classification in a

pop-up window (Figure 3.6).

By clicking on the ’Entity view ’ tab in the panel, the user is able to see

the main statistics of the scoring algorithm (e.g number of genes that did not

achieve the minimum scores) as well as the overall community composition,

where the percentages of the phylum and genus are discriminated (Figure
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Figure 3.6: Detail windows for the ’Taxonomy ’ main view (Phylum scores on
the left, Genus scores on the right).

3.7). This information can also be exported to a text file by clicking on the

’text file’ button in the main window.

Figure 3.7: Statistics and overall community composition displayed in Merlin.
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3.2.3 Metagenomics functional characterization

This routine aims to characterize the metabolic functions that are present in

the metagenome and assign an abundance according to the number of times

each of them is encoded in the whole set of genes. Furthermore, it tries to

associate the taxonomic genus that encodes each enzyme. This operation is

highly dependent on the annotation and the taxonomy, thus it is desirable

that these previous steps work well to get better results.

From the set of all enzymes loaded from KEGG, this procedure selects

the ones with a complete EC number that have at least one annotated gene

in the metagenome, being automatically assumed that those enzymes are

present in the community. Regarding the enzyme abundance calculation

Abundance, given the set of all N annotated metabolic genes (Ωn) and a

set of T genes (Ωt) encoding for the EC number ec, the routine calculates

enzyme abundance according to the equation 3.6:

Abundanceec =
| Ωt(ec) |
| Ωn |

(3.6)

Afterwards, this method checks on the genes encoding an EC number if

they have a taxonomic genus assignment from the previous taxonomy routine.

If so, it is assumed that a specific genus encodes that EC number in the

microbial community. On the other hand, if none of the genes encoding an

EC number has a genus assignment (e.g. no minimum number of homologues,

no minimum score), that enzyme is treated as present but with no taxonomic

information regarding it.

3.2.4 Merlin ’s operation mode for enzymes

The visualization panel for metagenomics enzymes was integrated in Merlin

in the ’Enzymes ’ sub-view under the ’Metagenomics ’ entity. The main view

encompasses information of all encoded enzymes in the dataset. For each

enzyme, the number of genes encoding it, the underlying reactions and their

abundances are displayed. Furthermore, information is provided concerning

the number of genes with taxonomic genera and the number of genes without
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them (Figure 3.8). Since taxonomic information is required to execute this

operation, the user must execute the taxonomy routine first by clicking on

the ’Taxonomy ’ sub-view described earlier, otherwise Merlin will throw an

error.

Figure 3.8: Merlin’s view for metagenomic enzymes information.

The ’info’ column provides detailed information about the selected en-

zyme in three different ways: in a table, the most important one, it shows the

genera encoding the enzyme (Figure 3.9); another table displays the genes

(locus tag) encoding the enzyme as well as their taxonomic assignments; the

last one exhibits the reactions assigned to the selected enzyme (Figure 3.10)

The ’Enzymes coverage’ button allows the user to export the enzymes

coverage (presence/absence) to a tab-separated text file. In the ’Entity view ’

tab in the down side of the panel the main statistics of the enzymes are shown

(e.g number of enzymes from each class)(Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.9: Merlin’s detailed information for different genera encoding a selected
enzyme.

Figure 3.10: Detail windows for the ’Enzymes’ main view (Genes on the left,
Reactions on the right).

Figure 3.11: Statistics of the metagenomics enzymes entity.
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3.2.5 Metagenomics pathways inference

This section describes the methodology implemented for the classification of

functional pathways in complex microbial communities. The main goal here

focuses on finding the pathways that are effectively present in the community

as a whole, and then find out which organisms may be involved.

When the user performs the loading of KEGG data, pathways informa-

tion is integrated into the internal database. This information includes the

complete enzymes within each pathway, as well as their reactions, amongst

others. This is the basis for the routine for metagenomics pathway inference,

that is divided in three main stages:

1. Test whether a pathway is effectively present;

2. If so, calculate its abundance;

3. Assign taxonomic information to pathways.

Concerning the first step, this method classifies a pathway as present using

hypergeometric tests (equation 3.7). This test calculates the probability that

the number of enzymes observed in an enzymes list that compose a pathway

occurred by chance. Therefore, given a pathway pt with n enzymes (where

n is higher than 3), its probability P is given by:

Ppt =

(
E

e

)(
N − E
n− e

)
(
N

n

) (3.7)

where N is the population size of the enzymes that compose all the pathways,

E refers to all the enzymes observed in the metagenome and e indicates the

number of encoded enzymes (successes) in pathway pt with n enzymes.

To test whether a pathway is statistically significant, Merlin compares

the value of the p-value P with a threshold t defined by the user (default is

0.1). If P is smaller than t, it means that the probability of the observed

situation be explained by chance is so low that the pathway is likely to be

present, thus is classified accordingly:
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fw =

1, if Ppt ≤ t

0, otherwise

where 1 indicates the presence of the pathway pt and 0 its absence.

Pathway abundance abdp (equation 3.8), is calculated according to a

methodology proposed by Abubucker et al [155], representing the average

of the upper half enzyme abundances of the pathway, to be robust to low-

abundance enzymes:

abdp =
1
|p|
2

∑
i∈[p/2]

wi,p (3.8)

where [p/2] stands for the most abundant half of enzymes.

The last stage of the routine tries to describe the genus that is more

involved in each pathway. This step is only performed if the pathway is

considered present (coverage greater than the threshold), otherwise it would

not make sense to assign a genus to a pathway. To make sure that a given

genus is operating a pathway, a conservative approach is followed where a

genus is assigned to a pathway only if that genus encodes at least 75% of the

annotated enzymes within the pathway. This information is pulled out from

the enzymes routine, where the genera for each enzyme are discriminated.

At the end, this method is able to provide which genera are executing each

pathway as well as the opposite, which pathways each genus executes.

3.2.6 Merlin ’s operation mode for pathways

To access and execute the pathways inference routine in Merlin, the user

must click on the ’Pathways ’ view under the ’Metagenomics ’ entity. The

main view (Figure 3.12) shows the overall information for each pathway,

such as the number of complete enzymes that compose it, the number of

enzymes from each pathway that were annotated in the sample, the obtained

p-value in the hypergeometric test, the pathway abundance and the number

of taxonomic genera executing each pathway.
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Figure 3.12: Merlin’s view for metagenomic pathway information.

A pathway is considered present if the column ’p-value’ displays a lower

value than the threshold defined by the user in the ’Threshold for p-value’

text box. The user can set this parameter to be more or less stringent.

Furthermore, he/she can also adopt a less conservative approach for genus

assignment by setting the ’Proportion of encoded enzymes in genus ’ to a

value lower than 0.75. It means that is possible to choose the proportion of

the annotated genes in each pathway that a genus need to encode in order

to assign that genus to a specific pathway. For example, if a proportion

of 0.5 is selected and the genus Escherichia is being tested for pathway p,

it is only necessary that this genus encodes half of the annotated enzymes

to assume that Escherichia operates the pathway p. The main table can

be re-calculated and updated with the new parameters by clicking on the

’Pathways data’ button.

The ’info’ column displays detailed information about the selected path-

way, namely at the genus level, where it is shown the genus that executes

that pathway (Figure 3.13), and at the enzyme/reactions level where encoded

and no encoded enzymes, and encoded and no encoded reactions are shown,

respectively (Figure 3.14).
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Figure 3.13: Merlin’s detailed information for genera operating a selected path-
way.

Figure 3.14: Detail windows for the ’Pathways’ main view (Enzymes on the left,
Reaction on the right).

Regarding the export options, Merlin allows to export the pathways cove-

rage (presence/absence) to a tab-separated text file by clicking on the ’Path-

ways coverage’ button . Selecting the ’Pathway/Genus info’ button, a list

of pathways operated by each taxonomic genus is exported to a text file. In

the ’Entity view ’ tab in the down side of the panel the main statistics of the

pathways routine are shown(Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15: Statistics of the metagenomics pathways entity.

3.2.7 Architecture and requirements

The workflow for metagenomics projects in Merlin is displayed in Figure

3.16. It is only available on Linux for now, and it worked well on a computer

with 3GB of memory, although more memory would be advantageous. The

software can be downloaded from http://www.merlin-sysbio.org/meta_

merlin.
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Figure 3.16: Schematic representation of Merlin architecture for metagenomic
analysis.

http://www.merlin-sysbio.org/meta_merlin
http://www.merlin-sysbio.org/meta_merlin




Chapter 4

Saliva Microbiome: results and

discussion

For this project, the assemblies generated from the saliva samples as part

of the HMP were downloaded from the Data Analysis and Coordination

Center(DACC), but they were not ready to use in Merlin, since it requires

a set of genes as input. Each scaffold in HMP contains a high amount of

genes, thus a gene prediction software was run to find the putative ORFs for

each sample. The MetaGeneMark software was chosen for this task due to its

good performance in short reads [55] along with very fast runs. Specifications

in the software parameters involved the inclusion of the ribosomal binding

site feature ’RBS for gene start prediction’ and the prohibition of the ’Gene

overlap’, that is, two genes could not be predicted within the same range

of nucleotides. After this step, the files with the predicted genes in FASTA

format were ready to be processed in Merlin. The dimensions of the five

samples used are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Description of the saliva samples used in this work. The samples name
represent the assigned ID in the HMP data repository.

Samples SRS014692 SRS019120 SRS015055 SRS013942 SRS014468

Number of
scaffolds

60611 40761 38301 33912 6251

Number of
predicted

genes
81279 49665 46189 41906 7883
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4.1 Annotation of Metagenomes

Both remote BLAST and local BLAST were run in Merlin for the samples

from saliva. BLASTp was used with e-value set to 1−10 and a maximum

number of alignments equal to 50. The local annotation against the whole

UniprotKB, which includes Swissprot and TrEMBL was impossible to per-

form due to the computational power required to execute the operation.

With a huge database such as this one, a high performance computing en-

vironment is required to perform the local BLAST in a reasonable amount

of time and without memory constraints. Therefore, the annotations using a

local instance of BLAST were only performed against SwissProt on a desktop

computer with an IntelrCoreTM i7 CPU 920 @ 2.67GHz with four processor

cores with 8 threads and 6Gb of RAM.

Table 4.2: Remote BLAST against NCBI nr vs Local BLAST against SwissProt
for the HMP samples ran in Merlin.

Remote Blast Local Blast

Annotated

genes

With

similarities

found

Homologues

in the

database

Annotated

genes

With

similarities

found

Homologues

in the

database

SRS014692 81278 62120 986241 81279 32710 183666

SRS019210 49663 45023 994027 49665 20231 155714

SRS015055 46188 41073 1016585 46189 19176 163916

SRS013942 41906 38508 839127 41906 18677 151865

SRS014468 7707 5682 185841 7883 3290 60065

SRS0137111 47412 37272 1302336 47418 18808 154765

1This Buccal mucosa sample was randomly selected.

Table 4.2 compares the main results from the local and remote BLAST

searches. As the table shows, the differences between the two approaches are

clear. The remote BLAST against NCBI-nr database provides better results

as a big fraction of the genes present similarities. Moreover, the high number

of different homologues loaded to Merlin demonstrate the greater sensitivity

of this database, as well as the high amount of data that the user deals with
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metagenomics data. The shortcoming of this type annotation comes with

the computational time required. Since it depends on the answers from the

NCBI server, all the samples took more than 5 days to run the jobs.

On the other hand, the local BLAST against SwissProt ran much faster

(≈ 1 day per sample ), but a large number of genes remained unannotated

in each dataset (≈ 60% of the genes). This is explained by the small size

of Swissprot, which does not store the diversity and amount of data as the

reality harbors. The lower number of homologues also supports this hy-

pothesis (Table 4.2). In the end, the trade-off between sensitivity and time

described before was observed. Anyway, the downstream analysis of samples

was performed both for local and remote annotations and the results will be

discussed later.

4.2 Taxonomic composition

4.2.1 Inference from local BLAST annotations

Merlin predicted the taxonomic composition of the five saliva samples by

assigning, if possible, a taxonomic label to every gene. Regarding the sam-

ples annotated using SwissProt, and given the low number of homologies

found (Table 4.2), it becomes clear that this is not the best approach to

taxonomically characterize metagenomes. Since the Merlin routine is highly

dependent of the BLAST results, poor outputs on this step compromised the

performance of the algorithm (Table 4.3).

As the table shows, few of the genes are actually classified with a tax-

onomic label.An appropriate classification of the sample is limited because

a big fraction of the universe of genes is being discarded. Furthermore, us-

ing SwissProt as the reference database creates biased results because the

known microbial life is not well represented in this database. Instead, few

well characterized organisms are highly represented inducing the taxonomic

assignments towards these organisms (Figure 4.1).
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SRS014692 SRS019120 SRS015055

SRS013942 SRS014468

Escherichia

Streptococcus

Staphylococcus

Bacillus

Clostridium

Neisseria

Haemophilus

Figure 4.1: Community structure for the saliva samples inferred from local
BLAST annotations against SwissProt. Pie charts were generated in R version
2.15.1 using ’plotrix’ package.

The pie charts in the figure evidence that the most represented genus in

all samples is Escherichia. Also, the Bacillus and Staphylococcus genera are

common in the five most represented taxon in saliva. Although these taxo-

nomic genera might be present in the oral cavity, certainly they are not the

most representative ones in healthy individuals [141, 156], thus these taxo-

nomic classifications are not correct. Therefore, preventing the analysis to

Table 4.3: Filtering the samples from saliva annotated through local BLAST,
across the several steps of the Merlin taxonomic routine, with the default param-
eters.

Genes
No

homologues
enough

No
minimum

score

No
concordant

taxon

Genes
classified

SRS014692 81279 56444 14312 337
9986

(12.29%)

SRS019120 49665 34714 8862 177
5912

(11.90%)

SRS015055 46189 31548 8037 202
6402

(13.86%)

SRS013942 41906 28471 7365 162
5908

(14.10%)

SRS014468 7883 5491 1281 26
1085

(13.76%)
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harbor misleading results, the taxonomic classification of metagenomes was

performed in Merlin only from remote BLAST annotations against NCBI-nr.

4.2.2 Stringency of the routine parameters

Different parameters settings were tested to evaluate the reliability of the

scoring algorithms and the main results are provided in Table 4.4.Merlin was

able to classify more than half of the genes in all samples with the default

parameters. Concerning the list of non classified genes, the major fraction

refers to those who did not present homologues enough in the homology

search, followed by the group of genes who did not achieve the minimum

scores (either for phylum or genus classification) (Table 4.4).

When testing the software with a conservative approach (with high val-

ues for the thresholds scores) a small proportion of genes were classified, as

expected, because most of them did not achieved the minimum scores. On

the other hand, when setting Merlin with a less conservative approach, it

is noted that it does not have a big influence in the proportion of genes

classified, despite its increase. In fact, when setting lower values for the

thresholds, the percentage of genes with a non concordant genus for a given

phylum increases considerably (Table 4.4).

Finally, the change in the parameter defining the minimum number of

homologues required for classification to 1 does not show a significant im-

provement in the results. It is true that the number of genes with no enough

homologues was reduced (only genes without similarities still discarded) but

this approach increased the number of genes with no minimum scores, which

means that genes with few homologues (between 1 and 5) commonly show a

great mixture of taxon, avoiding Merlin to classify them accordingly.

Overall, the choice of the default parameters seems appropriate. Since in

metagenomics a high amount of sequences exist from unknown and poorly

described organisms and many genes would not have a list of homologues

from the same genus, very strict settings for the scores will cause loss of

information. On the other hand, if the user chooses to lower the thresholds

down, wrong assignments might happen frequently.
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Table 4.4: Filtering of the samples from saliva annotated through remote BLAST,
across the several steps of the Merlin taxonomic routine with different parameters
settings.

Genes
No

homologues
enough

No
minimum

score

No
concordant

taxon

Genes
classified

SRS014692

Default1 81278 30360 7506 334 42990

Conservative2 81278 30360 29546 0 21372

Generous3 81278 30360 3047 774 46938

1 homologue required4 81278 19158 14944 334 46743

SRS019120

Default 49663 9993 5001 202 34429

Conservative 49663 9993 27353 0 12311

Generous 49663 9993 2196 440 36966

1 homologue required 49663 4640 8756 202 35903

SRS015055

Default 46188 8749 7802 378 29213

Conservative 46188 8749 26689 0 10150

Generous 46188 8749 2470 824 34051

1 homologue required 46188 5115 10019 378 30619

SRS013942

Default 41906 6564 3762 204 31369

Conservative 41906 6564 24173 0 11168

Generous 41906 6564 1486 398 33446

1 homologue required 41906 3398 5990 204 32296

SRS014468

Default 7707 2520 937 76 4145

Conservative 7707 2520 4087 0 1100

Generous 7707 2520 435 116 4587

1 homologue required 7707 2025 1306 76 4266
1Minimum number of homologues = 5, Minimum phylum score = 0.5, Minimum genus score = 0.3;

2Minimum number of homologues = 5, Minimum phylum score = 1, Minimum genus score = 0.75;

3Minimum number of homologues = 5, Minimum phylum score = 0.4, Minimum genus score = 0.2;

4Minimum number of homologues = 1, Minimum phylum score = 0.5, Minimum genus score = 0.3;

4.2.3 Characterization of the Saliva microbiome

Having the annotation done, Merlin predicted in a very fast and user-friendly

way the taxonomic composition of the saliva samples at the phylum and genus

level.
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Phylum composition

The results demonstrate that at this level of classification, three phyla clearly

stand out: Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria (Figure 4.2), but

none dominates this microbiome.Instead, the Bacteroidetes phylum is the

most abundant in two samples, the Proteobacteria in other two and Firmi-

cutes is the most common in one.
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Figure 4.2: Merlin predictions of the phyla composition in the samples from
saliva. The ’SRS014692’ and ’SRS014468’ samples are contaminated thus these
samples were discarded regarding further analysis.

Having noticed the low abundance of Bacteroidetes in the ’SRS014468’

sample, and knowing the small number of genes predicted in the first place,

only 7883 (Table 4.1), we went to investigate about contamination on this

sample. Through a personal communication with Kemi Abolude from HMP,

it was mentioned that this sample did not pass the quality control steps in the

analysis pipeline along with the ’SRS014692’ one, which probably contains

human DNA sequences that were not removed. In fact, this very low number

of WGS samples from saliva in the HMP (5 sequenced, 3 passed the controls)

is justified by the difficulty in sequencing metagenomes from soft tissues, such

as saliva, vagina and anterior nares which tend to have a lot of contamination

with little to no usable metagenomics sequences [134]. Therefore, only the
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samples that passed the quality control tests were used in this work.

A comparison of the results in Merlin was performed with other tools.

KEGG metagenomes harbors the phylum distribution for the three sam-

ples from saliva that passed the quality check controls (Figure 4.3). As the

figure shows these distributions are concordant with the Merlin predictions:

for the ’SRS019120’ sample the Bacteroidetes phylum is the most abun-

dant, in ’SRS015055’ Firmicutes appears to be the most common and in

the ’SRS013942’ sample Proteobacteria is dominant (in KEGG Gammapro-

teobacteria, Betaproteobacteria and Epsilonproteobacteria are tretead as

phylum when in reality they are classes). A high percentage of the pie charts

in KEGG represent undefined organisms. In Merlin, this fraction of genes is

represented as the ones that were not classified by the routine (Table 4.4).

Figure 4.3: Phyla distribution of the non contaminated saliva samples stored in
KEGG. They can be accessed with the KEGG metagenomes IDs ’T30414’,’T30237’
and ’T30194’.

MG-RAST, a robust system to analyze metagenomes, assigns percentages

to the number of reads with predicted proteins and ribosomal RNA genes

annotated to a given taxonomic level. The results on this tool for the samples

from saliva are described in Figure 4.4.

Predictions with Merlin and MG-RAST are concordant, where the three

described phyla dominate. Particularly, details such as the significant amount
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Figure 4.4: Phyla distribution in the saliva samples taken from MG-RAST. To
draw the charts, the data can be downloaded through the following MG-RAST
metagenomes IDs: (a) 4478542.3; (b) 4473348.3; (c) 4473411.3;

of Actinobacteria (∼ 10%) in the ’SRS015055’ sample alone and the domi-

nance of Proteobacteria in the ’SRS013942’ are evidences of the good per-

formance of the tool (Figures 4.2 and 4.4). However, the dominance of Bac-

teroidetes in the ’SRS019120’ sample is not in accordance with MG-RAST

predictions. These small differences can be explained by the underlying

methods used in MG-RAST for annotation (SEED subsystems and FIGfams

database), which are different from the ones employed in Merlin.

The results obtained in Merlin for phylum classification are accurate

enough for a taxonomic analysis of microbial communities. Despite the low

number of samples with good quality, the results are concordant with previ-
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ous studies of the saliva microbiome [157, 158]. Firmicutes, Proteobacteria

and Bacteroidetes dominate the phylum distribution, but individuals from

Actinobacteria and Fusobacterium might be found frequently. It is not possi-

ble to infer a core microbiome, even at phylum level, because its composition

is influenced by several factors such as the host physiology, the diet and

the local environment [159]. Since most of the previous studies focused on

16S rRNA amplicon pyrosequencing, a higher number of WGS samples from

saliva would be very useful to achieve a more robust analysis of this micro-

biome. However, the problems in performing metagenomics sequencing on

saliva prevented the HMP consortium to achieve better results [134].

Genus composition

Concerning the genus distribution, Merlin shows a strong diversity on com-

position and proportions over different samples (Figure 4.5).The Prevotella,

Streptococcus, Veillonella, Neisseria and Haemophilus genera seem common

in all non contaminated microbiomes, although their abundances vary signif-

icantly.
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Figure 4.5: Overall composition predicted in Merlin for the seven most abundant
genera in each sample from saliva. Non classified genes were not included in this
chart.
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A comparison of Merlin results with other tools was performed and it is

displayed in Figure 4.6. In these charts, the unclassified and very low abun-

dant genus assigned in Merlin were also included for an easier comparison.
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Figure 4.6: Genus distribution of the saliva samples in different tools. MEGAN
was run from the BLAST results of RAPsearch2 against RefSeq database.
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In a first look, the high percentage of unclassified sequences in all charts

is evident. It is important to refer that these values are inflated because the

organisms with very low abundance (treated as ’others’), which are many,

also contribute for these results. Anyway, these large dark blue bars demons-

trate the potential of metagenomics on unveiling new forms of life as a great

amount of organisms remain unknown.

The non contaminated samples (’SRS019120’, ’SRS015055’, ’SRS013942)

show a great mixture of taxon making impossible to describe a common pat-

tern in the microbiome: Despite the Prevotella, Streptococcus, Veillonella,

Neisseria and Haemophilus are the overall most abundant genera in all sam-

ples, no consistency was found between the samples and the tools (Table

4.5).Streptococcus appears to be the dominant genus in almost all software

(except in Merlin), but the proportion within these tools vary a lot (17.1%

in MEGAN, 27.2% in MetaPhlAn ). Furthermore, Prevotella stands for the

most abundant genus in Merlin and the second one in MG-RAST, but it

is the less represented in MetaPhlAn. In addition, Haemophilus appears

to occupy between ∼ 7.5% to 9% in Merlin, MG-RAST and MEGAN but

MetaPhlAn indicates that this genus is the second most abundant in saliva

reaching ∼ 19% of the overall composition.

Table 4.5: Average distribution (%) of the five most abundant genus in the three
non contaminated samples over the different tools. A top-down list of the genera
ordered by their abundances is also presented.

Merlin MG-RAST MetaPhlAn MEGAN

Streptococcus 10.816 19.570 27.186 17.126

Prevotella 13.443 9.165 6.240 8.310

Neisseria 9.863 6.122 12.161 4.781

Haemophilus 7.397 8.879 18.919 8.513

Veillonella 7.276 3.930 7.980 6.281

Ordered abundance

Prevotella
Streptococcus

Neisseria
Haemophilus

Veilonella

Streptococcus
Prevotella

Haemophilus
Neisseria
Veilonella

Streptococcus
Haemophilus

Neisseria
Veilonella
Prevotella

Streptococcus
Haemophilus

Prevotella
Veilonella
Neisseria

The different proportions of each taxon on the different tools can be

explained considering the way each method works. MetaPhlAn is by far the
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fastest one because it uses a reduced reference database of marker genes,

representative of 3000 prokaryotic genomes. This can be a disadvantage,

because a genus might be poorly represented in the database, thus making the

software miss some assignments. The low average abundances of Prevotella

may be explained by this issue. Furthermore, only reads that match a clade-

specific gene are maintained for classification, the others are ignored. That

is why the average values of genus distribution are higher within this tool

(Table 4.5).

MG-RAST displays higher concordance with Merlin, but it also trusts

on marker genes for classification making the method less sensitive [33].

MEGAN requires a BLAST (or similar) file as input, so its sensitivity de-

pends both on the software used to perform the similarity searches and the

reference database.Merlin searches against the whole universe of existing

genes (NCBI-nr) and holds a conservative approach in which a gene is only

classified if it passes some thresholds. Therefore, the classifications preserve

a high degree of confidence and the results displayed in Table 4.5 are reliable.

Nonetheless, two constraints are holding back the Merlin acclamation: the

computational time required to perform the BLAST searches and the fact

that many information is lost through the assembly process (Merlin does not

accept reads as input, requires assembly and gene prediction steps before).

Previous studies of the oral flora at the genus level reveal a diverse mi-

crobiome composition. Streptococcus is clearly the most common genus in

all oral sites, with the exception of saliva, where Veilonella and Prevotella

individuals dominate [160]. Keijser et al. (2008) [161] claim that Prevotella

and Streptococcus account for almost 40% of the saliva abundance, whilst

the Yang et al. (2012) study [158] classifies Neisseria as the most abun-

dant genus followed for Prevotella. These results support Merlin in the sense

that Prevotella individuals are highly abundant in saliva, unlike MetaPhlAn

displays(4.5).However, the proportions should be interpreted carefully.
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4.3 Functional capabilities

4.3.1 Encoded enzymes

The enzymes encoded by genes in the microbes that compose microbial com-

munities are a suitable way to address their functional capabilities. A com-

parison of the enzymes annotated by Merlin and IMG/M-HMP for the three

non contaminated samples from saliva is displayed in Table 4.6. IMG/M-

HMP web server, designed for the HMP project, uses diverse data sources

for annotations, but regarding enzyme assignments, this tool uses KEGG or-

thology. On the other hand, Merlin uses the Entrez protein database (done

by remote similarity searches) and the Uniprot text file (done by local simi-

larity searches) to retrieve EC numbers from the homologues of each gene.

Table 4.6: Comparison of the complete enzymes annotated by IMG/M and Mer-
lin for the non contaminated saliva samples.

IMG/M-HMP Merlin (SwissProt) Merlin (NCBI-nr)

Encoded

enzymes

Unique

enzymes

Encoded

enzymes

Unique

enzymes

Encoded

enzymes

Unique

enzymes

SRS019210
12143

(24.34%)
957

10058

(20.25%)
977

4871

(9.81%)
605

SRS015055
11988

(25.81%)
997

9776

(21.17%)
977

2287

(4.95%)
506

SRS013942
10642

(25.46%)
954

8922

(21.29%)
957

2739

(6.54%)
507

The results displayed in Table 4.6 show a large discrepancy between the

assignments based on SwissProt and NCBI-nr, where the annotations based

on SwissProt seem to agree in cardinality with those stored in IMG/M-HMP.

The percentage of the metagenome that encodes enzymes is slightly diffe-

rent (∼ 25% for IMG/M-HMP, ∼ 21% for Merlin with SwissProt), but the

number of different enzymes annotated s very similar. These proportions

of enzymes are a bit smaller than the usually found in a bacterial genome

(33%, regarding essential genes) [162], but Merlin does not account for in-

complete EC numbers as enzymes (in IMG/M-HMP only complete enzymes
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were selected), thus decreasing the fraction of enzymatic genes. In addition,

if the significant number of unknown genes in metagenomics datasets were

revealed, the genes encoding enzymes would increase for sure. Concerning

assignments using the NCBI-nr database, Merlin presented very low percent-

ages of encoded enzymes (no more than 10%) and few unique enzymes.

To further inspect if the encoded enzymes in each sample were concordant

across different annotations, a heatmap was constructed (Figure 4.7). This

graphical representation of the data enabled to cluster the samples according

their similarity (in terms of coverage and abundance).
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Figure 4.7: Abundance of metabolic enzymes through the three non contam-
inated samples from saliva across different annotations. Vertical bars represent
the samples. Horizontal bars represent the relative abundances of enzymes. Red-
der colors stand for more abundant patterns, whilst greener cells account for less
abundant/absent enzymes. The Heatmap was built using the ’Heatplus’ package
from Bioconductor [163] with hierarchical clustering using Euclidean distance.
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Figure 4.7 demonstrates that the enzyme assignments are more dependent

on the chosen method for their annotations rather than the sample itself, as

the heatmap grouped together the samples from the same method. The more

similar results between IMG/M-HMP and Merlin using local BLAST against

SwissProt were also evident. The few enzymes identified in remote annota-

tions based on NCBI-nr obtained were highlighted by the predominance of

green colors over the heatmap.

The reason for these results can be explained by the stable functional

capability of the human microbiome described before ([141],[134]). In fact, no

big differences were observed between samples when using the same method

(Figure 4.7). Figure 4.8(a) proves the previous statement, where a compa-

rison of enzymes assignments in Merlin with annotations against SwissProt

shows that the majority of enzymes were common to the three saliva samples.

70

41

108

74

792

36

55

SRS019120 SRS015055

SRS013942

(a) Merlin(SwissProt)

195 175782

Merlin IMG

(b) SRS019120

221 201776

IMG Merlin

(c) SRS015055

197 194760

Merlin IMG

(d) SRS013942

Figure 4.8: a: Common enzymes found in the non contaminated samples with
Merlin (SwissProt). b-d: Comparison of common enzymes found with Merlin
(Swissprot) and IMG/M in the non contaminated saliva samples.
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Moreover, the total number of only 1433 different enzymes found across

the different annotations, from the large universe of 6130 described in BREN-

DA, demonstrates the uniformity of the microbiome. Even though the sam-

ples were clustered according the underlying methods, figures 4.8(b), 4.8(c),

4.8(d) support the reliability of Merlin with SwissProt as the reference data-

base as a significant portion of identified enzymes are in agreement with

IMG/M.

The apparent bad results in Merlin for annotations against a big database

such as the NCBI-nr can have several interpretations. Many genes present an

EC number assignment with SwissProt, but the same does not occur using

NCBI-nr. An example of such a gene is reported in Figure 4.9, where it

is clear that using SwissProt, all the homologues for that gene harbor the

same three EC numbers (multi functional protein). On the other hand, using

NCBI-nr, only two homologues are described with those EC numbers, thus

leading Merlin discard these EC numbers because no minimum score was

achieved. This is probably wrong because the same product ”Fatty acid

oxidation complex subunit alpha” was obtained in all homologues and they

are likely to perform the same functions. Furthermore, a low e-value for

SwissProt annotations was used (1−10), so those enzyme assignments present

a high degree of confidence.

To address these poor annotated reports of EC numbers in NCBI-nr, one

strategy could be to change the scoring routine for the annotation. Currently,

it is based on the portion of EC numbers that appear within the list of all

homologues, but this approach does not seem efficient to deal with situations

such as the one described above. Instead, an EC number could be auto-

matically assigned to a gene if it appeared concordantly even if a relatively

reduced number of times.

Other explanation for this issue might be related to the huge amount of

data stored in the NCBI-nr. Due to its huge diversity of possible products,

the list of homologues for a given gene may exhibit different functions, thus

no EC number will be dominant and the gene will not be assigned to anything

(Figure 4.10).
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(a) NCBI-nr

(b) SwissProt

Figure 4.9: Comparison of the BLAST results for a given gene in Merlin using
different databases as reference.

Figure 4.10: BLAST result of a gene with different products and EC numbers
within its list of homologues.
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The opposite situation can also occur, even if in much lower frequencies:

Merlin assigns an enzymatic function to a given gene when using the NCBI-

nr database, but using SwissProt it does not. This is explained by the high

number of genes that do not get any similarities when searching against a

small database such as SwissProt.

Enzymes abundance and taxonomic relationships

Regarding the most common enzymes found in saliva, no surprises were

found, since the ones involved in the basics of microbial life were assigned

a significant number of times. Enzymes such as the DNA polymerase (EC:

2.7.7.7) for DNA replication, RNA polymerase (EC: 2.7.7.6) for transcrip-

tion, DNA topoisomerases and helicases (EC: 5.99.1.2, 5.99.1.3 and 3.6.4.12)

involved in DNA unpacking and ATP synthase (EC:3.6.3.14) for ATP syn-

thesis and hydrolysis are examples of such proteins.

Merlin has a feature to associate which microorganisms are encoding

each enzyme. This can be useful when looking for unique enzymes encoded

by a single group of bacteria. Since this feature depends on the taxonomy

routine discussed before, and knowing beforehand that taxonomic inferences

from annotations against small databases do not perform well, the analysis

of the enzymes and taxonomy simultaneously was not performed for the local

BLAST annotations against SwissProt .

Therefore, the relationship between enzymes and taxonomy was only an-

alyzed with the annotations based on NCBI-nr database. Table 4.7 demon-

strates, from the set of unique enzymes in each sample, the efficiency of

Merlin in assigning a taxonomic genus to each enzyme.

This feature is naturally highly dependent of the taxonomy routine ac-

curacy, but the results are elucidative of the performance of the software. It

was possible to assign a functional role to a genus in all genes encoding an

EC number in more than half of the enzymes present in all samples (Table

4.7). Only a very small fraction of the enzymes did not get any taxonomic

association, thus making Merlin suitable to study small particularities in

the functional capabilities of microbial communities. Most of the encoded
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Table 4.7: Statistics regarding the assignment of enzymatic activity to a taxo-
nomic genus in Merlin for the non contaminated samples from saliva using NCBI-nr
as the reference database.

Unique
enzymes

All the genes 1 At least one 2 0 genes 3

SRS019210 605 328 245 32

SRS015055 506 321 155 30

SRS013942 507 427 67 13
1Number of enzymes in which all their encoding genes have a taxonomic assignment.
2Number of enzymes in which at least one of their encoding genes have a taxonomic assignment.
3Number of enzymes in which none of their encoding genes have a taxonomic assignment.

enzymes were uniformly distributed across the most abundant genera de-

scribed before, but exceptions such as the one displayed in Figure 4.11 might

happen frequently.

(a) SRS019120

(b) SRS015055

(c) SRS013942

Figure 4.11: Proportion of the genes encoding the enzyme Exonuclease V (EC
number: 3.1.11.5) executed by different taxonomic genus in the saliva samples.
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As the figure shows, the genus Neisseria is almost the only one that en-

codes the Exonuclease V enzyme. This enzyme is a helicase-nuclease that

is also responsible for repairing double-strand breaks in DNA by homolo-

gous recombinations.These double-strand breaks can be caused by UV light,

chemical mutagens or by errors in DNA replications, therefore their repair

is essential for cell viability [164, 165]. To the best of our knowledge, no

biological correlation exists to the fact that almost only Neisseria encodes

this enzyme, but this is the type of information that Merlin can provide to

enhance further studies to understand the biological meaning for that.

This Merlin operation is interesting but the results are still limited in

the sense that few enzymes were classified in the first place. If we want

to achieve a reasonable number of enzymes representing the reality better,

annotations against SwissProt would be more valuable (some false positives

would also arise). However, taxonomic information would be lost with this

methodology. On the other hand, using a big database such as the NCBI-nr

enables a first hint about which genus encode for a given type of enzyme,

but the universe of all identified enzymes is small compared to the reality.

4.3.2 Funcional pathways

Merlin predicted the pathways present in each metagenomic sample using

hypergeometric tests based on the number of enzymes encoded in each. The

results obtained by HUMAnN, the pipeline developed by HMP to infer com-

munity function, were used to compare with those produced by Merlin (Table

4.8).

A few considerations need to be made before the interpretation of the re-

sults. Merlin only analyzes pathways where at least one complete EC number

exists. Therefore, only a list of 154 pathways are tested for significance every

time the pathways routine is run. HUMAnN calls for coverage in every path-

way in KEGG associated to KO numbers, instead of EC numbers. Hence,

the universe of pathways is larger because there are many pathways with no

associated enzymes (EC numbers), but all of them have genes (KO numbers)

involved in other functions. However, in this work, the pathways with no en-
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Table 4.8: Number of pathways assigned with HUMAnN and Merlin for the
saliva samples. The unique pathways columns refer to those that were exclusively
classified by each method within each sample.

HUMAnN Merlin (SwissProt) Merlin (NCBI-nr)

Present
pathways

Unique
pathways

Present
pathways

Unique
pathways

Present
pathways

Unique
pathways

SRS019210 50 10 51 3 40 1

SRS015055 56 20 47 3 37 1

SRS013942 45 8 47 3 37 2

zymes in their constituents, were filtered out from HUMAnN results for an

easier comparison.

There are also differences in the pathway coverage methods. The hyper-

geometric tests employed in Merlin try to find significantly enriched path-

ways, so pathways with p-values lower than the threshold set by the user are

automatically treated as present (binary value 1), otherwise they are absent

(binary value 0). HUMAnN calculates coverage as the likelihood that all

genes needed to operate a pathway are encoded, by estimating the fraction

of KOs in the pathway that are confidently present, that is, with abundance

greater than the overall sample median [155]. The coverage values provided

range from 0 and 1. Thus,for a comparative analysis, values higher than 0.5

were treated as present (binary value 1) and those with values lower than 0.5

were handled as absent (binary value 0).

Table 4.8 compares pathway classifications by the different methods. Mer-

lin assignments based on annotations against SwissProt presented a similar

number of pathways to HUMAnN, but with a big difference on unique path-

ways within samples. As expected, the samples annotated against NCBI-nr

harbored a lower number of pathways, since the number of encoded enzymes

was smaller too (Table 4.6). However, the differences observed between the

two strategies for enzymes were not that evident for pathways. This is ex-

plained by the nature of the hypergeometric test, which is independent of the

sample size (encoded enzymes in each metagenome) regarding a finite pop-

ulation size (sum of all enzymes in all pathways). Even though the sample

size is very small for annotations against NCBI-nr, the assignment of path-

ways is independent of this, which enabled Merlin to classify a reasonable
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amount of pathways. Nonetheless, pathways containing few enzymes (e.g.

Biosynthesis of ansa-mycins (map01051, 3 enzymes), beta-Lactam resistance

(map00312, 1 enzyme)) are prone to be false negatives in Merlin. Due to this

low number of enzymes, the hypergeometric test will display high p-values as

the result does not show statistic significance to discard the random chance

as the main reason for the observed situation. That is why Merlin only tests

for significance in pathways composed by more than 3 enzymes. As a result,

the Biosynthesis of vancomycin group of antibiotics pathway (map01055, 1

enzyme) was classified as present in HUMAnN, but in Merlin it did not,

even though the enzyme was encoded. Anyway, the number of pathways in

such conditions is small and usually they are not metabolic. Therefore, these

conditions have little influence in the overall performance of the tool.

To inspect if the inferred pathways were concordant across different meth-

ods, an heatmap was constructed (Figure 4.12).This data representation en-

abled to cluster the samples according to their similarity in terms of coverage.

Figure 4.12 demonstrates again that the method used for pathways as-

signment influences more the clustering of the samples than the sample itself.

The three samples were stable between them, while the applied methodology

seems responsible for the differences in the results. Particularly, HUMAnN

shows singular patterns, while the two approaches using Merlin are mostly

concordant. This is confirmed by the significant number of unique path-

ways assigned in HUManN comparing to Merlin, which presents few unique

pathways (Table 4.8).

This uniqueness may be explained mainly by the limitations in the en-

zymes annotation reported before: fewer enzymes were classified, thus less

pathways were identified. As explained before, Merlin requires assembling

the metagenome before the input of genes. HUMAnN infers community func-

tion directly from the short reads which prevents the loss of information that

is inherent to Merlin. In addition, pathways with many incomplete EC num-

bers, such the case of the Nitrotoluene degradation (map00633) are treated

as absent on Merlin. This happens because Merlin, a software firstly de-

signed to build metabolic models for single species, discards incomplete EC

numbers from the pathway constituents because no reactions are associated
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to them, and thus they are not important to the model. Such pathways will

have few complete enzymes left, so Merlin is likely to classify them as absent.
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Figure 4.12: Presence of metabolic pathways in the samples from saliva across
different annotations. Vertical bars represent the samples. Horizontal bars repre-
sent the binary value for pathway coverage. Red colors stands for present pathways
whilst green cells account for the absent ones. ’Heatplus’ package from Bioconduc-
tor [163] was used with hierarchical clustering algorithm using Euclidean distance.
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On the other hand, some pathways were identified in Merlin but not in

HUMAnN (Figure 4.12). Essencial pathways such as the Purine and Pyrim-

idine metabolism (map00230 and map00240, respectively), the Aminoacyl-

tRNA biosynthesis (map00970) and oxidative phosphorilation (map00190)

are in this group. In HUMAnN, these pathways achieve coverage scores be-

low 0.5 (from 0.45 to 0.49) and that is the reason why they were treated

as absent for this comparison, but in fact they might be present given their

importance. The fact that this tool depends on gene/enzyme abundances for

pathway coverage calculation might be the reason for their low scores.

Despite all this, 23 pathways were significantly found in all samples across

the different methods (Figure 4.12), which supports the stability of functional

pathways in the human microbiome described before [134, 155]. Moreover,

only 70 different pathways out of 154 possible (with complete EC numbers)

were found over all methods and samples, demonstrating that this small func-

tional variation in saliva is in agreement with other body sites [141].This com-

mon metabolic content involves the basics of microbial life and metabolism

and evidences the good performance of Merlin when compared with HU-

MAnN, a powerful tool developed in the HMP project by several research

groups.

Nevertheless, when it comes to identifying more specialized processes

within each body habitat, this approach might exhibit some shortcomings.

It is true that the functional signature of a microbial community is more

stable than its taxonomic composition, but some functional processes are

body habitat specific, otherwise some functions related to it could not be

performed. Abubucker et al. (2012) discussed this issue by claiming that

using these large pathways as functional objects lacks on specificity and only

a small portion of most KEGG pathways are treated as present in the hu-

man microbiome because the underlying methods require that a significant

fraction of the pathway constituents are present [155]. Frequently, in real

life a microorganism does not need to operate a whole pathway, instead it

only executes smaller paths to achieve the production of a given metabo-

lite. Therefore, some pathways might be described as absent in Merlin and

HUMAnN, when in fact they occur in the natural environment.
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Figure 4.13: Representation of the present enzymes, marked in red, in the Sul-
fur metabolism pathway (map00920) for the SRS019120 sample with annotations
against SwissProt (local BLAST).

An example of such pathway is displayed in Figure 4.13. The Sulfur

metabolism pathway (map00920) is an essential element of life and the sul-

fate reduction is responsible for the biosynthesis of S-containing amino acids

(methionine and cysteine). In the specific case of the figure, Merlin only

assigned 10 enzymes out of the 45 that characterize this pathway, thus it did

not achieve statistical significance. However, Figure 4.13 demonstrates oper-

ability, since the necessary reactions to reduce sulfate and produce cysteine

are there. Despite the fact that the majority of enzymes are not present, this

subpathway might be activated to keep the system viable.

Similarly to this example, many others might happen in nature, there-

fore these missing pathway assignments influence, somehow, the final result.

An alternative to address these problems was proposed by Abubucker et

al.(2012), that suggests instead of analyzing large pathways, to focus on

smaller modules within them. They found little site-specific abundance vari-

ations in big pathways, but KEGG modules showed greater inter subject

variability, thus more appropriate for comparative studies. Findings such as
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the enrichment of arginine transport (M00229) and methionine biosynthesis

(M00017) in the oral habitats would not be possible using larger pathways

[155].

Combining membership with functional reconstruction

As for enzymes, Merlin has a feature to associate which microorganisms are

executing each pathway. Once again, the analysis of the pathways and taxo-

nomy simultaneously was not performed for the local BLAST annotations

against SwissProt, given their bad results in the taxonomy routine. Table

4.9 provides information about how many genera are operating the identified

pathways. It is possible to see that the majority of identified pathways in the

saliva samples did not get taxonomic matches, that is, few pathways obtained

a genus encoding at least 75% of their identified enzymes.

Table 4.9: Statistics regarding the assignment of metabolic pathways to a taxo-
nomic genus in Merlin for the non contaminated samples from saliva using NCBI-nr
as the reference database.

Present

pathways

No genus

inference

> than 1

genus 1
1 genus 2

SRS019210 40 26 4 10

SRS015055 37 31 2 4

SRS013942 37 21 2 14

1Number of pathways that are confidently operated by more than 1 genus.
2Number of pathways that are confidently operated exactly by 1 genus.

This operation is very promising, since it is supposed to identify pathways

that are associated with a specific group of organisms. However, the hypothe-

sis to describe the functional capability of a microbial community refers that

the basics for microbial metabolism remain present in the set of organisms

that comprise an environment, with exception for few specific modules. This

was exactly what did not happen in this implemented feature in Merlin.

As Table 4.9 shows, the number of pathways in which only one genus was

confidently linked was higher than those pathways where several genera were

associated. This lack of concordance contradicts the hypothesis of a core
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functional pool across the sample members and given such conditions in the

real life, most bacteria would not even survive.

The weakness of the results is mainly explained by the loss of information

inherent to a metagenomic analysis through assembling of the reads. The

complete assembly of a given species in a metagenome rarely happens, there-

fore the contigs/scaffolds representing, for instance, a Streptococcus specie

may fail into assemble the part of the genome that encodes for a set of

enzymes present in a given pathway [109, 166]. Therefore, even if those en-

zymes might be encoded by any other species and they are identified in the

pathway, the test for Streptococcus operating the pathway in Merlin will fail

due to these artifacts. Another reason regards the low number of enzymes

encoded with annotations against NCBI-nr, thus missing several pathway

constituents frequently.

Nevertheless, some results were achieved with high degree of confidence

with this feature: abundant microorganisms in saliva belonging to Neisseria,

Haemophilus, Streptococcus and Prevotella genera operate important path-

ways such as the Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis (map00970), Valine, leucine

and isoleucine biosynthesis (map00290), Biotin metabolism (map00780), D-

Alanine metabolism (map00473), Peptidoglycan biosynthesis (map00550),

Purine metabolism (map00230) and Citrate cycle (TCA cycle, map00020).

This number significantly increased when the threshold for assigning a genus

to a pathway was reduced to 0.5. However, false negative assignments were

introduced since only 50% of the enzymes from the same genus were required

to assign a genus, even in those pathways that are composed already by few

enzymes.

It the end, Merlin was able to properly characterize the functional pool of

the saliva microbiome, that is somehow similar as other body habitats. If the

objective lies on getting an overall idea of the microbial metabolic pathways

where the boundaries between species are ignored, Merlin is perfectly capable

of performing this task in a user-friendly. However, if the user wants to look

up for specific variations among environments and adaptations to nutrient

changes and metabolite availabilities, he may want to look at a deeper level

for presence/absence of specific metabolic processes represented in KEGG
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modules or SEED subsystems, for instance. Additionally, further functional

potential remain unknown as a substantial amount of gene families is still

uncharacterized [167], thus much work still needs to be done.





Chapter 5

Conclusions and further work

5.1 Overview

The emergence of metagenomics in recent years as a discipline with potential

to advance knowledge in a wide variety of fields such as medicine, engineering

and agriculture has led to the development of a great number of tools to

analyze this type of data at different levels [33, 65]. However, a significant

portion of the tools are web-based services, which sometimes do not corres-

pond to the user preferences. If the user wants to run his own data on a

local computer and tune several parameters towards his goals, he might be

able to run some standalone programs available, but such tools frequently

require some computational knowledge since they are command-line based

and require installation of other tools to work properly.

This work presented an upgrade to Merlin, a software firstly designed to

construct metabolic models, which is now able to perform a reliable analy-

sis of microbial communities. It enables the study of metagenomes in a

user-friendly way without further dependencies and installations, allowing a

microbiologist, ecologist or geneticist to use the tool easily without many

informatics concerns.

Merlin incorporates two common approaches to study metagenomes: ta-

xonomic composition and functional capability. Since the software was origi-

nally developed in Java, these new features were implemented in the same
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programming language as well. It requires as input a file with gene encoding

sequences, therefore a metagenomics prediction software must be run before

over the scaffolds generated by the assembling software. Since the execution

of the features depends on the results from an homology search, the BLAST

tool has to be run first to perform the annotation of the sample and after-

wards loaded into the Merlin internal database. Finally, the results from

BLAST are used to feed the taxonomic and functional routines, respectively.

The overall taxonomic composition of the community can be easily ob-

tained, where the proportions of phyla and genera are discriminated. Re-

garding the metabolic analysis, Merlin allows to identify which enzymes are

present and calculate their abundance, as well as to find out which metabolic

pathways are effectively present. A first attempt to correlate the functional

capability with the taxonomic members of the community was also done.

The performance of the tool in the saliva microbiome showed the same

pattern as observed before: while the pathways needed for microbial life re-

main relatively stable, the community composition varies extensively among

individuals. The taxonomic membership is influenced by several factors such

as the environment [159], age [168] or diet [169], thus it was not possible to

infer a core structure for the microbiome. Furthermore, a larger number of

samples from saliva would have been valuable, but the difficulty in sequencing

such microbiome in the HMP hampered this work to achieve better results.

Nowadays, the main goal of studying the human microbiome can be ad-

dressed: improve the human health based on the manipulation of the mi-

crobes that live in the human body. Several diseases have been associated

to shifts in the microbiome [170–172], and the current possibilities to ex-

plain the mechanisms behind such conditions enhances the emergence of new

treatments to fight those diseases. Furthermore, the inclusion of metatrans-

criptomics and metaproteomics studies will be of great importance to fully

comprehend how and why metabolic processes and microbial composition

are altered in diseased conditions [173, 174].
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5.2 Limitations

As all scientific work has its limitations, no exceptions in this case were

observed. The main limitations of this work will be described next:

Merlin architecture

• The software was firstly designed to construct genome-scale metabolic

models for single organisms, thus all the Merlin structure is projected

towards that goal.

• The fact that Merlin requires a file with gene encoding sequences as

input making the assembly of the reads necessary. Loss of information

occurs as low abundant species are frequently discarded due to their

low sequencing coverage along with the fact that closely related species

might be assembled together. Moreover, the highly fragmented contigs

and scaffolds might compromise the performance of the gene prediction

software.

Annotation

• High computational time to perform remote BLAST searches against

NCBI-nr.

• Implementation of local BLAST is currently only feasible against Swiss-

Prot. Due to the huge size of TrEMBL, it is not advisable to use such

database in a regular computer.

• Large number of genes without similarities (inherent to metagenomics).

Taxonomic routine

• No usable results for projects with annotations against SwissProt.

• High dependence of the database used for annotation.
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Functional capability routines

• Few enzymes are classified using remote BLAST against NCBI-nr,

which compromises the performance of the enzymes and pathways rou-

tines.

• Use of the KEGG pathways based on EC numbers for pathway identifi-

cation. Incomplete EC numbers within pathways are discarded because

no reaction is associated to them.

• Association between taxonomic composition and functional pathways

shows poor results.

5.3 Future work

Although the main goals proposed for this project have been accomplished,

some features could be added to improve the tool:

• Implement annotations against KEGG Orthology (KO), or any other

catalog of orthologs (COG,NOG) that can be mapped to KOs. This

feature would increase the speed of the process maintaining high sen-

sitivity. Moreover, concerning the functional pathways routine, this

implementation would allow to take into account non enzymatic path-

ways, as well as the inclusion of the incomplete EC numbers that com-

pose some pathways.

• Use of smaller functional modules to characterize the metabolic po-

tential of the metagenomic samples. At this point, Merlin uses large

pathways with up to several hundred genes, but this strategy lacks on

specificity. The use of KEGG modules (each contain an average of ∼
10 genes) would be beneficial.

• Include a systems biology approach to understand the dynamics of a

microbial ecosystem. It has been shown that there is a high level of

molecular and metabolic interactions between microbes of a certain
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species, as well as ecological interactions between the numerous species

comprising the microbiome [175, 176]. Therefore, the future lies on the

in silico construction of metabolic models for microbial communities

and the time to bridge this gap is closer than ever.
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Enzymes Homology Search Database

productRank_has_organism

productRank_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

Indexes ecNumberRank_has_organ…

ecNumberRank_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

Indexes

organism

s_key INT

organism VARCHAR(100)

taxonomy TEXT

taxRank INT

Indexes

homologyData

s_key INT

homology_s_key INT

homology_geneblast_s_key INT

locusID VARCHAR(40)

definition TEXT

calculated_mw FLOAT

product TEXT

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star BOOLEAN

Indexes

homology

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

referenceID VARCHAR(50)

gene VARCHAR(45)

eValue FLOAT

bits VARCHAR(50)

Indexes

geneblast

s_key INT

blastSetup_s_key INT

locusTag VARCHAR(40)

query VARCHAR(45)

gene VARCHAR(45)

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star BOOLEAN

status VARCHAR(45)

1 more...

Indexes

fastaSequence

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

sequence TEXT

Indexes

ecNumberRank

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

rank INT

Indexes

ecNumber

s_key INT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

Indexes

PRIMARY

blastSetup

s_key INT

program VARCHAR(45)

version VARCHAR(255)

databaseID VARCHAR(255)

eValue VARCHAR(45)

matrix VARCHAR(45)

wordSize VARCHAR(5)

gapCosts VARCHAR(15)

maxNumberOfAlignments INT

Indexes

productRank

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

productName TEXT

rank INT

Indexes

homology_has_ecNumber

homology_s_key INT

ecNumber_s_key INT

homology_geneBlast_s_key INT

Indexes

blastData

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

locusTag VARCHAR(45)

geneName VARCHAR(45)

product TEXT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

selected BOOLEAN

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

notes TEXT

Indexes

PRIMARY

productList

s_key INT

blastData_s_key INT

otherNames TEXT

Indexes

PRIMARY

fk_productList_blastData1

ecNumberList

s_key INT

blastData_s_key INT

otherECNumbers LONG VARCHAR

Indexes

PRIMARY

fk_ecNumberList_blastData1

productRank_has_organism

productRank_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

Indexes ecNumberRank_has_organ…

ecNumberRank_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

Indexes

organism

s_key INT

organism VARCHAR(100)

taxonomy TEXT

taxRank INT

Indexes

homologyData

s_key INT

homology_s_key INT

homology_geneblast_s_key INT

locusID VARCHAR(40)

definition TEXT

calculated_mw FLOAT

product TEXT

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star BOOLEAN

Indexes

homology

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

organism_s_key INT

referenceID VARCHAR(50)

gene VARCHAR(45)

eValue FLOAT

bits VARCHAR(50)

Indexes

geneblast

s_key INT

blastSetup_s_key INT

locusTag VARCHAR(40)

query VARCHAR(45)

gene VARCHAR(45)

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star BOOLEAN

status VARCHAR(45)

1 more...

Indexes

fastaSequence

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

sequence TEXT

Indexes

ecNumberRank

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

rank INT

Indexes

ecNumber

s_key INT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

Indexes

PRIMARY

blastSetup

s_key INT

program VARCHAR(45)

version VARCHAR(255)

databaseID VARCHAR(255)

eValue VARCHAR(45)

matrix VARCHAR(45)

wordSize VARCHAR(5)

gapCosts VARCHAR(15)

maxNumberOfAlignments INT

Indexes

productRank

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

productName TEXT

rank INT

Indexes

homology_has_ecNumber

homology_s_key INT

ecNumber_s_key INT

homology_geneBlast_s_key INT

Indexes

blastData

s_key INT

geneblast_s_key INT

locusTag VARCHAR(45)

geneName VARCHAR(45)

product TEXT

ecNumber LONG VARCHAR

selected BOOLEAN

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

notes TEXT

Indexes

PRIMARY

productList

s_key INT

blastData_s_key INT

otherNames TEXT

Indexes

PRIMARY

fk_productList_blastData1

ecNumberList

s_key INT

blastData_s_key INT

otherECNumbers LONG VARCHAR

Indexes

PRIMARY

fk_ecNumberList_blastData1

Figure A.1: Old database schema for data retrieved from homology searches.
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ecNumber

s_key INT(10)

ecNumber MEDIUMTEXT

Indexes

ecNumberList

s_key INT(11)

homologyData_s_key INT(11)

otherECNumbers MEDIUMTEXT

Indexes

ecNumberRank

s_key INT(10)

geneHomology_s_key INT(10)

ecNumber MEDIUMTEXT

rank INT(10)

Indexes

ecNumberRank_has_organism

ecNumberRank_s_key INT(10)

organism_s_key INT(10)

Indexes

fastaSequence

s_key INT(10)

geneHomology_s_key INT(10)

sequence TEXT

Indexes

geneHomology

s_key INT(10)

homologySetup_s_key INT(10)

locusTag VARCHAR(40)

query VARCHAR(45)

gene VARCHAR(45)

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star TINYINT(1)

status VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_ecnumber VARCHAR(150)

Indexes

geneHomology_has_homologues

geneHomology_s_key INT(10)

homologues_s_key INT(10)

referenceID VARCHAR(100)

gene VARCHAR(100)

eValue FLOAT

bits VARCHAR(100)

Indexes

homologues

s_key INT(10)

organism_s_key INT(10)

locusID VARCHAR(40)

definition TEXT

calculated_mw FLOAT

product TEXT

organelle VARCHAR(45)

uniprot_star TINYINT(1)

Indexes

homologues_has_ecNumber

homologues_s_key INT(10)

ecNumber_s_key INT(10)

Indexes

homologyData

s_key INT(11)

geneHomology_s_key INT(11)

locusTag VARCHAR(45)

geneName VARCHAR(45)

product TEXT

ecNumber MEDIUMTEXT

selected TINYINT(1)

chromosome VARCHAR(20)

notes TEXT

Indexes

homologySetup

s_key INT(10)

program VARCHAR(45)

version VARCHAR(255)

databaseID VARCHAR(255)

eValue VARCHAR(45)

matrix VARCHAR(45)

wordSize VARCHAR(5)

gapCosts VARCHAR(15)

maxNumberOfAlignments INT(11)

Indexes

organism

s_key INT(10)

organism VARCHAR(100)

taxonomy TEXT

taxRank INT(11)

Indexes

productList

s_key INT(11)

homologyData_s_key INT(11)

otherNames TEXT

Indexes

productRank

s_key INT(10)

geneHomology_s_key INT(10)

productName TEXT

rank INT(10)

Indexes

productRank_has_organism

productRank_s_key INT(10)

organism_s_key INT(10)

Indexes

Figure A.2: New database schema for data retrieved from homology searches.
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